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G3DPS
MEETINGS AND CALL-SIGNS .
The major topic must, of course, be the recent 14th Annual General Meeting of The Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society held here at Blandford on 26th July 1975. The largest crowd seen within the
Camp for many a Saturday, together with a delightfu1 sprinkling of YLs and XYLs, showed
appreciation to the Weather Man who treated us very kindly. The Traffic Man was, apparently, in not
quite such a nice mood and several members took a lot longer getting to Blandford than they had
anticipated. However, it was very pleasing to see the grand turn-out.
The clock always seems to move faster on AGM day and your HQ staff apologises for the fact that
we could not spend as long chatting as we would like to have done.
An AGM that is quickly over with little said indicates one of two things : a) a perfect Society (a
thing your Editor has yet to see) and/or b) Lethargy on the part of members. With the propositions
submitted, the debates that ensued, the suggestions and constructive criticisms offered we know that
b) certainly does not apply. We also know that a) does apply and that the said debates, suggestions,
etc., indicate that the membership, as well as the HQ staff, are striving to make RSARS as good a
Society as present day conditions will allow. Undoubtedly, RSARS is one of the better amateur radio
fraternal societies available today and this is entirely due to the members efforts, As members will
read elsewhere, it is quite possible that the 1976 AGM will be held in the North of England. This will
enable our Northern members to sample some of the esprit-de-corps that has become so obvious every
year at Blandford. It would take the whole of page 1 to list all those people who made the day
successful, but mention must go to G3VYZ (who did most of the humping, lumping and dumping), to
Kit, Mrs-G4DBF (who 'extracted' about £18 from visitors in exchange for small pieces of paper with
numbers on them and the possibility of taking home a Great Uncle Bulgaria Womble, some silver
charms or a stick of Blandford Rock!), to 'The Lads' from 30th Signal Regiment (who helped with the
Raffle and looked after "The Shop"), to Mrs Knight (who acted as guide for the Ladies Wimborne trip
)(we found the two ladies we lost, by the way!), to the Mini-bus driver (who volunteered to risk all
with a mini-bus chock-a-block with attractive XYLs and YLs), to Tom, G3VNN (who volunteered to
use his own mini-bus when we haad an 'overflow' load for the Ladies trip), to the Cooks, to the
Regimental Police (for the road-signs), etc., etc., etc.
Changing the subject, it was interesting to contact, from GB2AAD at Aldershot, GB2IARU - a
station operating from Tonbridge School to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the formation of
The Internationa1 Amateur Radio Union. The four-letter suffix 'IARU' was, indeed, a surprise
(although some years ago your Editor did contact OK5PRAHA!) and, as Pat Hawker, G3VA/RSARS
0663 mentioned in his July 1975 Wireless World column "World of Amateur Radio" - "believed to be
the first time a four letter call-sign suffix has been authorised for use for Amateur Radio operation in
the UK". A very worthy commemorative cause, no doubt, but it does seem that suffixes are treated
very differently than prefixes. Some time ago, when it seemed very likely that RSARS could put
Rockall on the Amateur Radio map a special prefix was suggested. 'GR' was requested ('G' indicating
Great Britain, and 'R', Rockall). Separate Country status had already been approved for Rockall. The
request was refused by The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications who offered GM or GB. More
recently RAFARS asked RSARS to support the issue of a special prefix (GA?) to commemorate the
35th Anniversary of The Battle of Britain, Again this was refused. Seemingly, special suffixes are no
problem - special prefixes are impossible. It is felt that there should be no shortage of prefixes - the
ITU Conference at Geneva in 1959 granted GAA-GZZ, MAA-MZZ and 2AA-2ZZ to Great Britain, a
total of 78 two-letter prefixes or over 2000 three-letter prefixes!
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ELECTRICAL NOISE IN MOTOR VEHICLES.
(The following article is a re-print of a PYE TELECOM Engineering Note (Publication Ref. No. TSP
427/1). We are indebted to PYE Telecommunications Limited of Cambridge for permission to reprint
these notes which will doubtless be of interest to members particularly those engaged in /M activities
- Ed.).
1. GENERAL.
All modern motor vehicles, regardless of the means of traction used, are invariably fitted with
electrical equipment which is a probable source of electrical interference.
The electrical noise generated by the equipment can cause objectionable and often intolerable
interference to radio and other equipment installed in the vehicle. In many cases the radiated level is
sufficient to cause interference to receiving equipment both in nearby vehicles and in buildings at a
considerable distance from the source of noise.
The following notes outline the basic causes of interference and give methods of reducing the level
generated in modern motor vehicles.
2. THE GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL NOISE.
In any electrical circuit, abrupt changes in current caused by, for example, the making and breaking
of a DC circuit, produce steep fronted pulses. These pulses can be analysed to show that a large
number of successive harmonics of the initiating pulse frequency are produced. The harmonics extend
from the relatively low recurrent frequency of the original pulse into the radio frequency spectrum.
The greater the rate of change of current and the higher the peak current reached, the higher the
radio frequencies affected and the worse the interference generated.
Unfortunately many of the electrical circuits in a modern motor vehicle have maximum efficiency
when the rate of change o£ current or voltage is high. Typically, the ignition circuit produces the best
spark for combustion when the rate of change of current in the primary of the ignition coil is high.
The dynamo and DC motors such as windscreen wiper motors rely upon segmented commutators
where continual changes of current direction are made. With an alternator, the modern rectifier
produces steep fronted change-overs for maximum efficiency. Even an on-off switch is best equipped
with a snap-action to prevent arcing, and therefore produces a rapid change of current in the circuit.
Almost every electrical circuit in a motor vehicle is a source of steep-fronted transients which can
produce interference. Careful wiring layout and adequate suppression are the two main methods of
tackling the problem of electrical noise.
3. TRANSFER OF NOISE FROM ORIGINATING SOURCE TO THE RECEIVING POINT.
A source of electrical noise, generated in a defined electrical circuit, can be transferred to a point
where it can cause interference to electronic equipment by one of three methods.
(a) Where the source impedance is high, i.e. where high voltages exist, the method by which
interference can be transmitted between the source and the receiver is that of radiation. This
effect predominates when the receiver is at some distance from the vehicle.
(b) Where low impedance circuits exist, i.e. circuits in which relatively large currents are flowing,
the main method of interference transference is by conduction and the effect of common
impedance coupling.
(c) Where circuits are adjacent, but not common, the transference of interference energy can occur
by induction - either electrostatic or magnetic.
It must be appreciated that in many cases the transference of electrical noise can be the result of a
combination of any two or more of the above modes.
4. TYPES OF INTERFERENCE FROM THE VARIOUS ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS OF THE
VEHICLE.
The various circuits of an average motor vehicle are shown in Fig. 1.
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ELECTRICAL NOISE IN MOTOR VEHICLES - Contd.
4.1 The Ignition Circuit.
In a modern petrol engine, two basic forms of ignition circuit exist.
(a) Sparking plugs, coil and distributor using the conventional low tension contact breaker associated
with the distributor.
(b) Sparking plugs, coil and HT distributor using a transistorized switching circuit triggered by the
low tension distributor contact breaker at a much reduced current.

Fig. 1 includes the basic circuit of type (a). The low tension side of the circuit includes the
transformer primary and contact breaker which breaks the LT feed to the primary on each occasion a
cylinder reaches the initiating point of a firing stroke. This causes a collapse of the magnetic field in
the ignition coil, and the resultant back EMF generated induces a voltage in the secondary of the
ignition coil. This voltage is proportional to the turns ratio of the two windings.
The much higher voltage produced at the secondary terminals is then fed to the correct spark-plug
via the distributor HT rotary "switch", and a spark at the tip of the plug provides the energy to fire the
compressed mixture of petroleum and air.
Although, in theory, only a single pulse, the spark tends to be oscillatory and generates a high level
of interference over a wide range of frequencies.
All modes of noise transference outlined in Section 3 can be present in this circuit.
(a) The HT side of the ignition coil, distributor, plugs and associated wiring are part of a high
impedance assembly. Electrical noise radiation and induction, both electrostatic and magnetic,
from this area are usually at an extremely high level.
(b) It must be emphasized the efficient operation of the internal combustion engine depends to a
great extent upon the generation of an adequate spark at the correct moment of time. The total
energy must be available for dissipation in the shortest possible time, and this infers that the
initiating primary circuit break must produce as high a rate of current change as possible, bearing
in mind the modification of current flow which occurs owing to back EMF generated in the
ignition coil primary.
The abrupt change in current produces a corresponding change in voltage across the impedance of
the ignition LT winding in the vehicle, and where this wiring has a common impedance with the
wiring of other equipment, the interference pulse is transmitted to the wiring of the other equipment.
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Where equipment can be effected by such pulses, this method of transference within the vehicle is
likely to be troublesome.
Obviously a combination of the above will also be likely when the vehicle wiring picks up pulses
from the ignition HT circuit by radiation or induction and subsequently injects the interference pulses
into the low tension circuits of the various equipments.
Transistorized ignition systems in many respects have similar interference potential. Although their
use helps to eliminate the rapid change of high value currents from the distributor contacts, the same
type of pulse exists in the transistorized circuit. However, as this is a relatively compact and specially
engineered unit which incorporates measures to minimise interference it is unlikely to prove as
prolific a source of interference as the basic distributor system.
4.2 The Dynamo.
This essential part of the vehicles equipment is often a source of interference. Its prime function is to
generate sufficient current at a voltage in excess of that of the battery to maintain the charge in the
battery under various load conditions.
The load conditions can vary from a point where the battery is fully charged and only the ignition
circuit is operating (when the vehicle is travelling over long distances in daylight) to an undercharged
battery with lights and ancillaries operating (when the vehicle is travelling over short distances at
night-time). The generator can be called upon to supply current loads varying from near zero to
approximately 30 Amperes (according to the vehicle).
As the output is taken from a segmented commutator, which converts AC into DC by reversing
alternative half-cycles, the sparking which occurs at the brush contacts owing to the overlap of the
brush on adjacent contacts and reversal of the finite voltage is a source of interference.
Most of the interference is communicated to other equipment by common coupling in the
battery/regulator/cutout and associated wiring. Some induction from the dynamo and its wiring is
also likely at close quarters.
4.3 Windscreen wipers and Heater/Fan Motor.
The reverse action to that of the dynamo is present in electric motors. Direct current is applied to the
armature windings at the correct polarity at any instant to provide the necessary rotary motion. The
instantaneous current and the waveform of current pulses at any one moment are complex and depend
upon many factors in the motor design. It is sufficient to state that a number of interference "spikes"
are present in the current waveform, and these "spikes" can be fed into other circuits in the vehicle by
common coupling, radiation or induction from the electric motors and/or wiring.
4.4 The Petrol Pump.
Two types of petrol pump are fitted in modern vehicles.
(a)
The mechanical pump operating directly from a cam on the crankshaft.
(b) An electrical pump operated by a solenoid and piston which in turn is brought into use by a
contact primed by differential pressure between the inlet and outlet petrol feeds.
The mechanical pump does not produce electrical interference, but obviously the electrical pump is
likely to be a major source of electrical noise.
The pulses from the contact are of variable repetition frequency, dependent upon the rate of petrol
consumption, and interference at high speeds can be quite objectionable.
The injection of the interference into the vehicle wiring is likely to be mainly by common
impedance coupling, although induction and radiation can be troublesome.
4.5 The Regulator/Cut-out.
This unit is a device for use in vehicles employing dynamo type charging. It ensures the
disconnection of the dynamo from the battery when the engine speeds are low, and where dynamo
voltage is lower than the battery. If not fitted, the battery would discharge through the dynamo
windings. The regulator section of the unit is a device to ensure the charging rate and is adjusted to
suit the varying load conditions. Modern units have two vibrator contacts, one affected by the
4
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voltage from the dynamo, and one by the charging current. These are set to operate at predetermined
points.
The contacts continually open and close to ensure correct charging conditions, with the result that
pulses of interference, usually in the form of a continuous crackle, can be present in most of the
vehicle's circuits as well as the battery and associated wiring. The cut-out operates during the
transition from tick-over to accelerating only, and, therefore, the interference from this section of the
unit will normally have little effect.
4.6 The Starter Motor.
As with other electric motors in the vehicle, the commutator/brushes can be a source of noise pulses,
but, as the unit is in use during starting periods only, the effect can usually be ignored. The drop in
voltage throughout the electrical system when the starter motor operates, does, in any case, prevent
most other equipments from operating correctly.
4.7 Lighting Circuits.
Normal filament lamps do not in themselves produce any electrical interference, although the
switching of such circuits can produce a single "click". Some vehicles, caravans etc., often include
fluorescent type lighting units and these can produce electrical noise of an objectionable nature.
Owing to the method of wiring such lighting units in caravans, radiation is the main method by which
interference is transferred to the receiving equipment, particularly when portable radio receivers,
using ferrite aerials, are used within the vehicle. Where electronic equipments are connected to the
vehicle battery, however, conduction type interference may also be present.
4.8 The Alternator.
This is a more recent method deriving the necessary power for charging purposes. It has the
advantage of eliminating the need for a cut-out. The elimination of a segmented commutator reduces
the electrical noise level due to sparking but, as the output waveform is often not completely
sinusoidal, the harmonics generated can be troublesome as also can tooth ripples.
The rectifier needs to change the AC output from the alternator to DC suitable for charging
purposes, and can cause a high level of interference, particularly at the lower frequencies, by the
extremely efficient rectifying action available with modern units. As with the transistorized ignition
unit, however, the assembly is usefully self contained and incorporates its own suppression devices.
Where interference is generated, it is usually injected into the wiring of the vehicle rather than
radiated or induced from the unit or wiring.
4.9 The Clock.
Clocks in modern vehicles generally have a conventional type of escapement wound at regular
intervals (commonly ½ minute intervals) by a pulse of current into a solenoid. The contact operating
the rewind device often causes "spikes" in the battery feed wiring, which produces objectionable
electrical noise. The noise is often injected into the receiving device by conduction.
4.10 The Horn.
Although this unit can be a source of interference - both radiated and conducted - its infrequent use
does not merit any extensive suppression measure.
4.11 The Tyres.
It has occasionally been found that suppression of the ignition system and other electrical equipment
in a car does not entirely remove the interference in a receiver carried on the vehicle. The residual
interference, sometimes of a particularly annoying type, may be due to an electric charge, which is
acquired by the wheels and/or tyres when in motion. These effects have been referred to as "wheel
static", "Brake static" or as "tyre static". This source of disturbance tends to be prevalent in dry, hot
climates, and less in humid climates.
Investigation has revealed that the charge is generated by movement of the tyre relative to the
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wheel body rim due to slight "scrub" and/or suction of the tread of the tyre on the road surface. A
charge can also be generated by friction, in the brakes. This type of charge is retained to a varying
extent in the wheel body because of the oil film on the bearings, and/or other apparent points of
metallic contact, breaking the metallic continuity and preventing distribution of the charge throughout
the entire chassis and body. Intermittent break-down of such oil-film in bearings or on crown-wheel
teeth permits discharges which can cause local interference.
5. DETERMINING THE MODE OF INTERFERENCE.
Radiation or in cases where limited areas are involved, electrostatic and magnetic induction fields
are forms of interference which can be picked up directly by the antenna system of the receiving
equipment affected.
It is essential to ascertain whether this is the sole mode of interference. The preferred method is to
terminate the input of the receiver into a screened artificial antenna. This method ensures that the
input circuits of the receiver are correctly tuned and are operating at maximum sensitivity.
If the interference disappears, radiation is basically the mode by which interference is transferred. If
some interference remains which is proved not direct pick-up into the unscreened early stages of the
receiver, injection is probably by common coupling of the power circuits with the other circuits of the
vehicle in which noise exists. It is essential to eliminate this possibility with the receiver antenna
disconnected.
As mentioned in the sections outlining the likely causes of interference, common coupling in the
wiring of the vehicle is likely in many cases. Fig. 2 shows the mechanism by which this can occur.
For two reasons it is essential to endeavour to separate the various modes of interference before
attempting any suppression methods.

Firstly, if the interference is the result of a number of paths the product can be extremely complex.
An apparent reduction in interference can well be caused by cancellation, which may be frequency
conscious. In another band of frequencies, the interference can be at a higher level than before the
apparent reduction.
Secondly, improvements in common coupling by wiring changes can affect radiation either
adversely or advantageously. Consequently, unless the two effects are separated, any improvements
are difficult to define. Even if a LOGICAL wiring change which reduces the level of the conducted
interference at the same time increases the radiation level, it can still be the correct choice in certain
cases. This is particularly true where cancellation effects were present initially, and were affecting the
overall result.
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6. FUNDEMENTAL CAUSES OF CONDUCTION AND COMMON IMPEDANCE EFFECTS.
Fig. 2 shows the common coupling element which can be mainly responsible for much of the
conducted type of interference. Elimination of all the common elements is often extremely difficult,
particularly where the wiring for both the vehicle and the electronic equipment are in a common
harness. Where electronic equipment is to be added to a vehicle, and freedom of wiring is possible,
the problem is simplified. However, certain elements within the vehicle cannot be ignored.
6.1 The Battery.
The essential part of the electrical system is, in most cases, a 12 volt lead/acid secondary battery.
Capacities ranging from 30 to 80 ampere hours are normally specified for various makes of vehicles.
Larger vehicles employing higher capacity units and 24 volts systems etc. are not considered in these
notes.
Batteries of all types and construction have an effective internal resistance which limits the
maximum available current from the battery. The lower the internal resistance the higher the peak
current available from the battery.
In most applications the maximum current is, with the exception of that taken by the starter, well
within the battery's capacity. Consequently, the internal resistance will not affect the operation of the
ancillaries fed from it. Nevertheless, it can have a noticeable effect on the amount of electrical noise
present in the vehicle.
The effective internal resistance of a battery can be derived from the formula :
R=

Eo − El
I

Where
R is the resistance in Ohms,
Eo is the "no load" voltage,
El is the voltage across a resistive load, and
I is the current in that load.
The value of the internal resistance is a function of the capacity and the condition of the battery. A
battery which is old or has been badly maintained has limited effective plate area owing to sulphation,
which in turn reduces the capacity and increases the effective internal resistance of the battery.
Additionally, sulphation causes the battery to lose its charge by leakage through the sediment.
Consequently common coupling between electrical circuits exists in the battery's internal resistance,
and the degree of coupling can increase as the battery ages.
6.2 Wiring, Battery to Regulator/Cut out.
It is normal for all ancillaries to be connected into the vehicle supply via the regulator, making the
feed from the battery to the regulator common to all circuits. Although usually of heavy gauge wire
this connection has a measurable resistance which must be added to the effective internal resistance of
the battery when considering the degree of common resistance.
6.3 Earth Returns.
The battery is always grounded to the nearest convenient body point and in many vehicles to the
engine block as well. Many of the ancillary circuits, however, are earthed to a convenient body point,
and the return to the battery of the various services generally results in common coupling through the
bodywork.
The return circuits are often of a variable nature owing to poor electrical contacts at hinges,
catches/locks and quite often vary from vehicle to vehicle owing to paint and corrosion causing poor
contact at the desired point. Good electrical continuity is absolutely essential.
Analysing the points raised in 6.1 to 6.3, it can be seen that assuming that the battery is in reasonable
condition and the wiring to the Regulator/Cut-out is adequate, the area where most improvement is
likely is given in 6.3.
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In Fig. 2 it can be seen that r3 and r4 can be minimised by the direct return of the positive power lead
of the receiver to the Regulator terminal.
Reducing r7 and r8 is rather more difficult. Most units have a metal case, which is connected to the
negative power lead, and, unless the lead is insulated from the metalwork of the car, the earth return is
automatically made to that point.
It is obviously preferable to take the negative lead directly to the battery earth to eliminate the r7 and
r8 but, in many cases, this cannot be achieved.
Similarly the optimum earthing of the antenna coaxial lead can affect the overall conducted level of
interference, but, in practice the antenna solution is normally distant from the equipment necessitating
the use of a long feeder lead.
Fortunately, there is an alternative solution. The noise in the positive lead can be minimised by
taking the lead direct to Regulator/Cut-out, and taking the ignition and dynamo earth leads to the
engine block/battery earth to prevent a common return with that of the radio equipment. Fig. 3 shows
this method. In most vehicles, where the coil is mounted on the engine block with a short lead to the
Distributor, this condition can be achieved, and most modern vehicle designs are based on this
arrangement. Mounting the coil on the bulkhead can only worsen the interference by the introduction
of circulating currents in the bodywork. The noise produced by windscreen wipers, heater motor,
petrol pump, clock etc. can only be suppressed by suitable decoupling of the positive lead, the earth
return already being established in the vehicle design.
It is accepted by most manufacturers of motor vehicles throughout the world that the reduction of
electrical interference is essential to the advancement of communications. Although the agreed
standards in operation at this time generally apply to radiated interference, the associated problems of
noise within the vehicle are appreciated by the manufacturers, particularly if electronic equipments
are included in factory built vehicles.

(To be continued, including measures taken by vehicle manufactures, Ignition, Dynamo, Ancillaries,
Mandatory levels of interference, Additional suppression measures, Antenna position, Wheel static,
Overhauls, Body and Chassis bonding, etc.)

DUTY PLATOON, 73/88th REGIMENT OF FOOT AND MOUTH.
Having just managed to get the Platoon "on parade" (see above), it is now known that each
parade required 210 (not 180) taps of the keyboard. To get the Pike in the correct "slope" position
requires depression of the space bar BEFORE striking the oblique stroke. Nothing is too good for our
brave lads!!!.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SUBALTERN.
(The following article was found in the effects of the late G3NWZ. We are indebted to Mrs. Donne
who kindly gave permission for it to be reproduced in "Mercury". Little is known about the article but
it would appear to have been written during the Korean War, and names, etc., used would indicate that
it is true-to-life. If any Korean veterans recognise any aspect of this article, HQ would be pleased to
hear from you. Ed.)
".....If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs and blaming it on you....."
The DQ has rung to say that he is being devoured by Battalion Commanders who have not yet got a
direct line to their 'B' Echelons, they still have to go through two exchanges. Can I fix it?.
But I am starting half way through the day - and so to the day itself; in the pre-Devonian era day was
light and night was dark, man's mania for progress has now divided the day into hours. This day starts
with the persistent power ringing of a rattling Tele 'J' at 0120 hours one cold damp morning. The once
warm hand gropes wearily over an infinite distance for the hand-set and, since the hand-set cord is not
long enough, the also once-warm head, neck and shoulders stretch out to allow a cold clammy earpiece to emit.
"Duty Officer here, Nephew Control truck has burnt out and the telephone lines have gone, they
want all essential people to know".
Well at least it is pleasant for the ego to be called "essential". You wait for him to ring off to
avoid a further cold stretch and when the exchange answers, it is Cpl Mudie who now hears the power
ring as he is ordered out with a small Line Detachment to Nephew area.
Nephew area is scattered with Centurions which loom up in the dark of the hillside and impede the
Jeep in its efforts to trace the burnt-out line. The next call is at 0215 and is our exchange to say that
Nephew is in again and, in the background one can hear Cpl Mudie telling the Signal Office
Superintendent that "HE ought to have the ----- line job".
Another ring at 0700 and the day, begins officially. Pete the House-boy, conjures up a "cuppa" and
puts a basin of solid ice on the space heater. A few press-ups, wash and off to breakfast before the
Brigadier gets in. Walking back from the Mess Tent to the Signals Admin Area one can contemplate
the absolute, for yesterday is finished and today has not yet trundled into its troubles - then the 0830
hours Works Parade. Sigmn Pritchard, who was not on duty last night, is the scruffiest exchange
operator ever and his Combat Suit fits him like a tent. Still, all the worlds a stage and all the men and
women merely players. Pritchard you think is a clown.
After detailing Line maintenance tasks and new lines, Operators rosters and MT tasks, a quick walk
round the tents to see that all food is in tins, all waste burnt, that Dvr Firbanks has not left a primed
grenade on his bedding roll again, and check on all the other inevitable horrors. Back to the office tent
where the OC is going through last night's Operations Log Sheets and the morning mail - a letter from
the Command Paymaster about LCpl Wyatt's credits, one from the L of C Signal Sqdn saying that the
trunk route extension that the Staff asked for cannot be granted as circuits are scarce, and finally a
long awaited Line Diagram from Blue. The mail settles on the office table like an intermittent leaflet
raid, so away for a moment while the Clerk (also the Signal Office lorry driver) piles it up again.
This time the sortie is to the CVG, CVQ and the telegraphy link to Division - here to check that the
wireless maintenance has been done, and all "dis" parts have been replaced, a quick look at the
Operators Log Book with the "Chore-Horse" running time, and the Log to see what conditions have
been like through the night - must ask the Adjutant to get on to the CO for a lower night frequency for
the Command Net. Why do the Gunners always wander down the odd hundred Kcs?. Over to the
Signal Office now to catch the morning DR out to The Leicesters and warn him and his escort that a
Chinese infiltrator had been caught on his route by one of the Battalion DRs, he looks a little
apprehensive and asks if he can change his trade!.
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In the Signal Office the Fullerphone operator is steadily writing and the Superintendent is chatting to
the Despatch Clerk about a prospective BII rating. I see that the morning brush-up has been given and
all is neat and tidy. A head pops out of the cipher wagon drawn up alongside and Cpl Appleby,
Cipher and Post combined, asks if there is any mail to go this morning.
Having scrambled up one of the ridges overlooking our valley and looking over the troops
defensive positions, I see one of our GD runners coming after me - "Will you please speak to RSO
Norfolks, Sir, about his 32 Sets?". So, back down the hill to the phone and ask for "Red". Brian, the
RSO of The Royal Norfolks, is normally a very charming person, but this morning he has obviously
been warned by his Colonel, and after his "Can I have 5 miles of WD 190?, I know you haven't any
dispensers", he is off on to the subject of Remote Aerials for his 31 Set on Command. Later, a
pacified Brian, after the help of a Radio Mechanic Corporal who works on a Remote Aerial or
Remote Control for the set, reaches a decision and, after a test, The 9th of Foot have their remote set.
By now the DQ has his direct link to the 'B' Echelons, OC 3 Squadron has given the OC the circuit
numbers we can use between test points. So after a couple of tails, a strapping Sgt Burgess and myself
pass a smiling DQ at CVQ. Not so smiling is the Staff Captain who reaches out and grabs yet another
member for an Audit Board. (I thought I had missed this quarter, too!).
Another quick look into the office shows a sheaf of Air Identification Panels to go out to Battalions
effective 241800I so they must get out straight away on this afternoons DR. Just as I think I am
getting away from the office, the Chief Clerk 'phones for an SDR to go to Battalions with Op. Orders.
Although I suggest that the afternoon run will do, he tells me as only a Chief Clerk can, that The
Brigade Major is most emphatic that they are cleared BEFORE 1400.
After lunch Dvr Firbanks is outside the tent with the Jeep to go out to the new searchlight position
where a 62 set is required together with a direct telephone line to us at Newmarket - the line is laid but
not working. So away on a bumpy one hours journey which takes us to our searchlight position in the
ROK Sector. A few moments and the 62 set is netted on to the Brigade Command Net using a 34 ft
Rod Aerial. The telephone presents a different problem. On the first ring a Korean voice says "
Rockman, Rockman, This is Rockman, hello, hello...". After 5 minutes we give up and realise that the
new ROK Battalion, which is taking over from the American 15th Regiment, has also taken over
several bays of our line. Off goes Cpl Mudie and his persuasive Linemen to trace out the Tee-in.
Before the searchlight is switched on this evening they will have a good clear line working.
Calling in at the RSO's dug-out at The Welch on the return journey the merits of buried cable from
FDLs to Listening Posts are discussed over a cup of tea. On retuning I am welcomed by the Canteen
NCO who has been wandering around looking for me to pay in some money from Sales - the OC
thinks we should be able to spend quite an amount on cricket gear when the time comes. While I have
been away two "White" lines have been reported "out" and also our Ammo Point and FSS lines.
Sabine the Lineman who faulted the routes, reports clean deliberate cuts and, as this is not the first
time, a Line Patrol is fixed for tonight.
At dinner in the Mess, LO1 tells me that the pressel switch on the Brigadier's Rover Set has been
giving trouble - mentally, the operator is charged for negligence - while I smile sweetly at the LO and
tell him that there is always a spare carried!. After dinner, half an hours music from Radio Australia
and then don mittens and Parka, hop into the Jeep and out to check the lines where the cuts were
reported. As we approach the Leicesters Command Post a nervous sentry's bullet hits the hill above us
- and then we hear the challenge - all despite the fact that the RSO was warned that we would be out
tonight. The sentry is finally satisfied and we trudge on over frozen ground. 'NTR' as the Log Sheet
has it, so we return for a hot cup of cocoa in the tent.
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Than by the light of the pressure lamp we have a "post-mortem" on the day with the OC. Then into
the sleeping bag - it is my turn to have the 'phone again tonight as the OC is Duty Officer in CVG at
0200 hours. Just as I slide away from the conscious world I am brought back with a jolt by DSO Fort
George Main (The Div. HQ) asking if we will check our Fullerphone as he is only getting us "Two's
The Radio Mechanics and indoor Linemen check while the back-log of traffic goes over the rear
telegraphy link or via cipher where needed. Once more I settle down but "they." still have until 2359
before the day is- finished.

HERE AND THERE.
DID YOU KNOW - that as long ago as 1966, Bob Palmer, G5PP/RSARS 1118, had operated as
GM5PP/P on Top Band from all the (then) Scottish Counties covering about 15,000 miles in so
doing?.
Norman, 9H1BX writes : "The XYL will probably have to return to the UK for further medical
treatment unless she stages a miraculous recovery. We should be there in September..... .....The bands
seem dead these days, no doubt NOT improved by my faltering CW which is the mode I am now
using most frequently. I do not have an 80 Metre antenna - in any case I hear no RSARS stations on
the band at all!!. I have Linear trouble also so am running barefoot from the KW2000B to a 14AVQ. I
have been looking out for Bill, GM4CXP but, so far, no luck. Regards to all members".
9V1SO, Brian, informs us "My favourite spot is 14∙040 but I am QRV on 40 Metres (7003), 15
Metres (21040), 10 Metres (28050) also on the RSARS and RAFARS frequencies. I have skeds with
Stan, G3YRM, and Pop, G3GNS at 1500Z CW/SSB on 14315 (keeps me clear of the big-game
hunters!!). Days/times are Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays." Brian then gives his schedules : July
- 1, 3, 10, 17, 19, 22, 16. August - 2, 7, 12, 14, 16, 19, 21, 23, 26, 18. September -4, 11, 13, 16, 20, 27.
October 2, 7, 14, 18, 21, 23, 30. November - 6, 8, 11, 15, 22, 17. December - 2, 9, 13, 16, 18. January
- 1, 3. Breakers from G-land are welcome.
BRIAN IS ON THE LOOKOUT FOR AN HW-7 OR SIMILAR QRP
TRANSMITTER/TRANSCEIVER. ALSO HC6U/FT-243 7 MHz CRYSTALS. If you can help drop
a line to : P3528599 C/T Harris B.A., Transmitter Flight, 889 Signals Unit, B.F.P.O. 5.
Ken, G3ZCG, whom you might recognise easier as Ex-VS6AL, mentions that he is back on the air
with an FT-101B having just beaten the VAT-man!. He has been off the HF bands since 1969 and the
first day back he worked 25 RSARS members on the Net! With an order in for 500 QSLs I guess we'll
be seeing quite a bit of him.
The RSARS "Dracula's Bank" (where the hand comes out and snatches your money before
you can change your mind) made £8 at The Aldershot Army Display and £3 at Exercise Signal View
for RAIBC. It will be in operation at the AGM again and the total taking will be forwarded to RAIBC
after the AGM. Many thanks to all.

REMINISCENCES OF ANOTHER OLD KNOB-TWIDDLER.
G8JU/0780.
(Prompted by '2BQ's' article, G8JU sent along this interesting collection of reminiscences. Who will
be the author of "Reminiscences of YET ANOTHER old knob-twiddler" - Ed.).
It was with very great interest that I read the fine article by G2BQ in the Winter 74/75 issue of
"Mercury". I have worked "BQ" a number of times whilst he was in the Lytham area and had the
pleasure of a personal QSO also which unfortunately was not long enough
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His account of the AFV's was extremely interesting as I was concerned with them at the formation.
At the beginning of 1928 I was posted to 3rd Division Signals at Bulford and, after a few months
there, was posted to Tidworth on the formation of the MECH FORCE, as it was then known. The
equipment in use was the MA and the MB Sets. The former was installed in half-track CrossleyKegresse vehicles and the latter in 30-cwt Morris Commercials. I can very well remember the Morris
vehicles. They had wooden floors and a standard exhaust system. After travelling any distance each
member of the crew had to take turns at hanging on at the rear of the vehicle with his head outside to
get some fresh air!. It was a miracle that no-one was killed by the fumes. Many times we finished an
exercise with eyes streaming like taps and all reddened. I believe that later versions had a modified
exhaust system fitted.
The staff at Tidworth in those days was very small. A Major Carter was in charge and the late
Captain Lemon was in charge of the radio side, with a Lieutenant Holland in charge of the MT and
DRs. Most of the time I spent on the MB Sets and exercise extended some considerable distances,
Wiltshire, Somerset and Hampshire being the areas mostly used.
Although the sets were, by modern standards, very crude, I do not remember ever failing to establish
Communication as instructed.
As the MECH FORCE was growing we had a number of "Postings In" and I bring to mind a rather
amusing incident in this respect. We had a Cpl Story and a LCpl Munn posted to us direct on
returning from India. We had no MOB Stores to supply khaki serge jackets and slacks, so they
appeared on parade in khaki drill. It so happened that a member of The 3/6 Dragoon Guards, who
were our immediate neighbours, was passing at the time, and, on meeting him in the NAAFI that
evening, he enquired why they were dressed like that. We told him that it was the new Summer Dress
that was going to be supplied. How many of his mates he told we never found out.
The CSM at this time was "Jackie" O'Connor, a fanatical Rugby Football enthusiast. As I played a
lot of Rugby I was immediately roped into the fold. I was to meet him again when I was posted to
Egypt.
There was, at that time A Royal Tank Corps Detachment at Perham Down and we fitted an MB Set
into some of the tanks, suspending them with six strands of ¼-inch square elastic at each corner. The
tanks were, I think, a modified version of The Mark IV, and the Commanding Officer was a Major
Costin-Nian (I think I've spelt it right!!) These sets worked satisfactorily when the tank was
stationary, but signals were a little jumpy when on the move. How we arranged the power supply I
cannot remember. I wonder if 'BQ' or Bob Frarey remembers the NAAFI building at Tidworth. It was
a lofty building and much nicer than any NAAFI I ever came across. Rumour has it that it was
originally intended for India but the plans had got somehow crossed. Whether there was any truth in
this rumour I never knew.
2/Lieut Powys-Lybbe I remember very well. He came to Bulford around the same time as 2/Lieut
Denholm-Young who was a great Rugby forward and I played with him many times.
I left Tidworth and returned to Bulford in time to start on the prototype tests with the No. 1 Set. This
Set originated, as 'BQ says, at The Signals Experimental Establishment at Woolwich and the officers
in charge there were Colonel Fuller (of Fullerphone fame) and a Captain Heffer. The No. 1 Set was
fitted into an Austin Seven with a reinforced near-side door which contained the RX/TX. It was
intended for use by the (soon to be mechanised) cavalry and the infantry. As it was to be used by
unskilled, in radio, personnel, everything had to be foolproof. There was no calibrated tuning. All the
tuning was done by colours. Frequencies were not quoted in Metres. All you did was to turn the knobs
until the holes in the front panel all turned RED or BLUE or YELLOW or whatever you had been told
to tune to. All circuits inside had been pre-tuned to certain frequencies which, as stated above,
coincided with the colour selected. 'J' Section of No. 3 Company at Bulford had the task of doing the
field testing of the No. 1 Sets. The officer in charge was a Captain Goddard and a Sergeant "Blanco"
White, who, incidentally, was the person who introduced me to The ARRL Call-Book. I had not
seen one before and naturally avidly perused the borrowed copy. As far as I can
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remember we had four vehicles fitted with No. 1's and we travelled many, many miles with these. One
trip we did was to Lands End with overnight stops at The Devonshire Regiment's Depot at Exeter and
the R.N. Barracks at Devonport. Another of the trials for the No. 1 Set was as an artillery spotter on
the Larkhill Ranges. This was extremely successful and I call to mind the C.O. of the 9th Field
Brigade, a Colonel Carrington, thanking us each personally for our endeavours. During this period I
believe that the Signals at Aldershot also had some No. 1's, but I have no information on this. Recapping on the Tidworth days - there was a little "Black Box" fitted in the MB vehicles which no-one
was allowed to touch except Captain Lemon. It was referred to as "The Fullergraph". Perhaps 'BQ or
Bob Frarey can remember more details.
Eventually, in March 1931 I was posted to No. 1 Company, Egypt Signals, and never saw a No. 1
Set again.
When I arrived in Egypt at No. 1 Company, thoughts were centred on amateur operation with, what
was then, an exotic prefix. 'BQ mentions SU1EC and Runeckles whose call-sign was SU8RS (He had
been posted back to Blighty by the time I arrived there). The only calls active at the time were
SU1EC, SU1AA and SU1AQ. Sergeant Peter Wales had been active under the call-sign SU8WY but
was QRT. I commenced with a borrowed Newton Generator and DAG Battery. The TX was a SE0
using an AT40 and the RX was a 1-V-1. My first QSO on 20 Metres was with W1TW and 40 years
were to pass before I worked him again, this time on 15 Metres. There was no licensing in Egypt at
that time and the majority of amateurs used their initials as the last two letters. In late September 1931
we were hurriedly bundled off to Cyprus to establish communication throughout the Island during the
riots. I was at Nicosia and Famagusta using the old 'C' Sets and SU1AA was to establish HF
communication with Cairo at Nicosia also. I believe he was the first amateur to operate from Cyprus.
After the riots were over we returned to Cairo and within a few days I was posted to the radio station
at Alexandria where I stayed for 2½ years. This was indeed, an amateurs paradise as everyone was
anxious to contact us.
Whilst in Alexandria I tried to spread the gospel of amateur radio with the result that before I left
there were seven active amateurs on the air. In the ensuing period activity in Cairo had increased and
the basis of the eventual Radio Club of Egypt was formed. On my return home I applied for my ticket
and received my present call - G8JU.
Two years ago, whilst in the North Yorkshire area, I called on Bob Frarey, G3DMK, whom I had
not seen for about 40 years, and the chin-wag was not nearly long enough. I think we could have
reminisced for hours!.
I would be very pleased to hear from anyone who was associated with Tidworth or Bulford around
these years. Maybe some of them are members of RSARS, who knows!!.
73 to all and thanks again, 'BQ, for an excellent article.
M.B. Morgan - G8JU.

HUMOUR?
(The following were apparently taken from answers to an overseas country Civil Service written
examination - Ed.).
A cuckoo does not lay its own eggs. A circle is a line that meets its other end without ending. A
person should take a bath once in Summer and not quite so often in Winter. For fainting, rub the
persons chest or, if a lady, rub her arms. For dog bites, put the dog away for several days and if it has
not recovered, kill it. For asphyxiation, apply artificial respiration until the patient is dead. Blood
flows down one leg and up the other. Parallel lines do not meet unless you bend one or both of them.
To remove air from a flask, fill the flask quick with water, tip the water out and replace the cork very
quickly. For fractures, to see if the limb in broken, gently wiggle it back and forth. Geometry teaches
us to bisect angels.
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MORE ODDS AND ENDS Contd.
Doug, GM8FVC/RSARS 0705 sends along his apologies for the cancellation (or rather,
postponement) of the Three Peaks DX-pedition. Through no fault of the organisers this had to be put
off until 5 July. The new team consisted of the brother of G3RWF RSARS 0293 which made it just
about a 99·98% RSARS affair. Trust all went well, OM.
Confirmation from Mike, G4ASW/W2 that he is now at 10 WILDWO0D GARDENS, APARTMENT
G1, PORT WASHINGTON, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK, U.S.A., 11050. Local conditions are
poor - indoor dipole at 6½ feet in ground floor apartment for 20, with half the dipole end-fed for 40.

GOING ABROAD???.
(The following extract is from an article which appears on page 73 of Aug. MOBILE NEWS - the
Journal of The Amateur Radio Mobile Society - to whom we make due acknowledgements. The
action taken by the Monegasque authorities may well become "the thin end of the wedge" - Ed.)
In more recent years the Monegasque licensing authority has permitted foreign amateurs to operate
'Mobile' in the Principality but we regret to report that this is no longer the case. As usual, a few
irresponsible radio amateurs have abused these privileges to the embarrassment of the Monegasque
authorities and local amateurs. To illustrate these inconsiderate and stupid actions, we know that a
British visitor with an F0 reciprocal licence parked himself outside the police building and
commenced self-appointed operation under the call of F0.../3A. No such call would ever be allowed in
the Principality, and this individual can count himself lucky to have been heard by one of the locals
and told to clear off before the police whipped him "inside" for their communications. Other lunatics
have deliberately used their mobile calls outside the confines of the territory. CONSEQUENTLY NO
FOREIGNERS WILL BE GRANTED MOBILE LICENCES IN MONACO ANY MORE (RSARS
CAPITALS). Moreover, a reciprocal licence for a fixed station will not be issued in advance but only
handed over by an official of the government after he has inspected the installation in the hotel or
apartment.
(It took years to get reciprocal licences - it could take only seconds to lose them - Ed.)

RESIGNATIONS.
On information received from the Treasurer the following members have implied their resignation
from R.S.A.R.S. by non-payment of subscriptions by 30th June 1975. Their resignation was
confirmed at the Annual General Meeting held at Blandford on 26th July 1975.
0028 0209 0342 0432 0441 0456 0585 0615 0652 0673 0677 0678 0679 0680 0688 0706 0728 0734
0739 0751 0768 0769 0800 0802 0820 0821 0824 0826 0832 0834 0837 0866 0871 0897 0919 0921
0930 0935 0945 0946 0955 0974 0978 0981 0989 0994 0996 1001 1005 1009 1016 1020 1021 1026
1027 1028 1032 AFF 05
06 16 19 24 41 46 48 49 50 52.
Unless application to rejoin is received, the following call-signs will not be eligible for RSARS
Awards contacts AFTER 30 June 1975.
G5YM G4ADFG3COL G3VBE ZL1AUI
G8CFM G3RDX G3WRQ G2DJM G3XRY
G3AHB
GW3DRV
DA4BO G2AZW
G3WRU G3ZVD
G4AMZ
GM3ZHG G8HOY
G2DWN
GW3VBP
GW2RV
G3CDM
P29MC G8TO G2XQ VU2BK G4DFQ G3RLP G2ALM
ZL2AAV
G3RB G3KKQ
G8DIB DA1EH ZL2BJW G3NNS
G3SIG DL5YQ G4BZC GI3IDJ G3LUN VS6AC DA2YD GI4BRJ
Complimentary copies of this "Mercury" will be forwarded to the last known address of all the above
members to serve as official and final notification of termination of membership.
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TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY, LOGIC, GATES, ETC. - PART IV.
DIODE CODING MATRIX.
58. Diodes are frequently arranged in the form of a matrix (rectangular array) in order to provide a
coding or decoding function.
59. Fig. 13 shows a simple four-way decoding matrix comprising four two-input AND gates.
Assuming that the input signals A and B comprise change of voltage between V– and V+, one of the
output lines will be at V+ while the other three will be at V–. The particular output line carrying the
positive signal will depend on the combination of signals at A and B.

60.
When the number of digits to be decoded is large it might not be feasible to carry out the
decoding operation in a straightforward way. The difficulty is brought about by the large number of
inputs that would have to be driven from each signal source. In practice, it is more usual to divide a
large number of digits into groups of three or four digits each and then decode each group separately.
The outputs from the groups are then combined in a second decoder to give a signal on one of the
appropriate output lines
61.
The four-way encoding matrix shown in Fig. 14 provides a function that may be regarded as
being the reverse of decoding. Assuming binary signals V+ and V–, as before, a positive signal on one
of input lines will cause a particular combination of signals to be set up at A and B. It is understood
that only one input line may be energised at a time.

PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS.
62.
The foregoing treatment of diode logic circuits has ignored the effects due to imperfections in
the switching characteristics of practical diodes. In practice, the accuracy of switching will be affected
by the finite forward and backward resistance of the diode while the speed of switching will be
affected by the capacitance of the diode and of other components and by hole storage phenomena.
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63.
The characteristic resistance of a typical diode has already been described in paras 5 - 7 and
illustrated in Fig.1. The effect of this resistance on the operation of a logic circuit will be appreciated
from an examination of the simple gate shown in Fig. 9. When both inputs of this gate are negative
the output will also be negative and at the correct potential. When one input is positive the output will
also be positive, but will be less positive than the correct potential by an amount depending on the
forward resistance of the conducting diode and the backward resistance of the other. When both
inputs are positive the output will be a little nearer the correct positive potential since both diodes are
now conducting in parallel and there is no leakage path to the negative supply.
64.
If the diodes shown in Fig. 9 are not identical in respect of their forward and backward
resistance, there will be three levels of positive signal at the output depending on combinations of
signals at the input. A small change of positive signal level that can occur when the inputs are
changed can usually be seen as an interference pattern at the output. When there are several gate
inputs there will be a large number of output levels all differing slightly from one another; it is this
spread in voltage level that determines the maximum number of inputs that can be used.
65.
The effects of diode and stray circuit capacity on the speed of switching are difficult to assess
accurately but the overall result is to produce a relatively slow rise and flow in output in response to a
rapid change in input. The equivalent parallel capacitance of a typical diode when biased in the
reverse direction lies between 5 and 10 pfd, the value being dependant on the applied voltage to some
extent, while the total stray capacity across the output resistor of a gate might be of the same order.
An examination of a typical gate will show that the worst case occurs when a change in output is
caused by a change in one input only.
66.
For example, consider again the simple two-input gate shown in Fig. 9 (a). When
both inputs are changed together from V– to V+, or vice versa, both diodes will remain in the
conducting state during the transition and the diode capacitance will not be significant. The change in
output level will be relatively fast since the input signal will have only to charge the stray capacitance
of the output load through the forward resistance of the diodes and the resistance of the signal sources.
When one input only is changed from V– to V+, however, the other input diode is reverse biased and
presents an additional capacity across the load resistor, thus increasing the time constant of the circuit
and causing the output to rise more slowly.
67. The problem of switching speed would be very much aggravated for gates having a large number
of inputs. The worst case would occur when a change in one input only causes a change in output,
leaving all the other diodes in a non-conducting state across the load resistor. This is one factor which
limits the number of gates in practice.
68.
Switching speed can also be affected by hole-storage in the semi-conductor material of the
diode. When a reverse bias voltage is suddenly applied to a conducting diode, the circuit current will
continue to flow for a short period of time due to the current carries remaining in the semi-conducting
material. The delay in recovering to the high resistance condition depends not only on the nature of
the material and the construction of the diode but also on the design of the external circuit. Hole
storage effects are usually significant in the range 0·01 - 1·0 microsecond, depending on the diode
type and its application.
69.
The effect on switching speed of capacity and hole-storage is, of course, important in the
design of all semi-conductor circuits. Means of reducing these effects in transistor circuits are
described in the following section.
TRANSISTOR LOGIC CIRCUITS.
Simple Circuits.
70.
Transistors can be used in a variety of circuit configurations to provide the logic functions of
AND, OR and NOT. Diodes are frequently used to improve the switching characteristics of transistor
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circuits and diode and transistor logic circuits can be combined together to produce many useful
designs.
71.
It will be clear that the grounded-emitter voltage switch can be regarded as an inverter since
there is a phase reversal between input and output voltage. A range of logic circuits based on the
inverter element is shown in Fig. 15. PNP transistors are shown but the principles apply equally to
NPN designs.
72. Fig. 15 (a) shows a typical inverter stage. When the input voltage is zero the transistor base will be
biased to +1·5 Volts and the transistor will be cut-off. The collector voltage under these conditions
will be very nearly equal to the negative supply voltage, – 6 Volts. When the input voltage is at – 6
Volts a base current of about 0.12 mA will flow causing the transistor to switch to the conducting
state. Since the collector voltage is then very nearly zero, the collector current will be given by
6·0/3·3 = 1·8 mA. It is usual to assume a value for ∝' somewhat below the manufacturers minimum in
order to improve reliability; in this example a value of 15 has been chosen. The capacitor connected
across the input resistor reduces the delay due to the time constant of the input resistor and the input
capacity of the transistor.
73.
By connecting two or more input resistors to the simple inverter stage a NOR element can be
formed. In Fig. 15 (b) the collector voltage will be zero when either one input or the other (or both) is
negative. For positive-going signals, that is when 0 = – 6 Volts and 1 = 0 Volts, the element can be
regarded as providing the NAND function. The relative polarity of the significant signal is indicated
at the output.
74.
The NOR function can also be provided by connecting two or more transistors in parallel as
shown in Fig. 15 (c). The output voltage will be zero when either one transistor or the other (or both)
is conducting, that is when either input is negative. Again, the positive-going input may be regarded
as the significant signal, in which case the function becomes NAND.
75.
In Fig. 15 (d) two inverter stages connected in series are shown, which, for negative-going
signals, provide the NAND function. It is clear that both transistors must conduct together to give a
zero voltage at the upper collector. A disadvantage of this configuration is that the small voltage drops
across the transistors when conducting will add in series to give an appreciable error in output voltage,
especially when a large number of inputs are required. Also since the collector current of the bottom
transistor will include the base currents of all the other transistors in the chain, the base of the bottom
transistor will demand a correspondingly higher current. The circuit is more suitable for surface
barrier transistors whose collector-emitter voltage when conducting is very small indeed.
76.
The emitter-follower stage shown in Fig. 16 (a) is useful in providing a degree of isolation
between one circuit and another. The input resistance can be to be arranged to be high and the output
low, since Rin ∝', Re and Rout
Rb/∝', where Rb is the total resistance in the base circuit.
77. Two or more emitter-followers can be connected in parallel to provide the OR function. In Fig. 16
(b) the common emitter point will be negative when either one base or the other (or both) is negative.
For positive-going signals the circuit provides the AND function.
78.
Many useful logic functions can be provided by using both PNP and NPN transistors in the
same circuit. Two such examples of complimentary arrangements are shown in Fig. 17. The circuit
shown in Fig. 17 (a) comprises a PNP inverter connected in parallel with an NPN emitter-follower.
An examination of this circuit will show that the output will be negative when the input at A is zero
and providing that the input at B is negative. It follows that the output will be zero when A is negative
or B is zero. The signal polarity corresponding to the alternative output logic is indicated on the
diagram.
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It has been reported, as yet unconfirmed, that G3ENE,
RSARS 0274, J. Wadham, of "Loders", St. Saviour's Hill,
Polruan- by Fowey, PL23 1PR is now a Silent Key, thus
robbing the ranks of R.S.A.R.S. of yet another member. If
this report is correct, we extend to G3ENE's family and
friends our sincere condolences. R.I. P.

A LETTER FROM BASINGSTOKE.
G3IDG/RSARS
0024.
96 George Street
BASINGSTOKE
Hants
Dear Sec. (What a good job there's only one of you!)
I should like to compliment you on the little soldier-chappies who march in single file between the
various items of MERCURY. They are a most ingenious invention and I wonder that no-one has
commented on them before now. I estimate that each one calls for six typed characters, 60 each
platoon (if that is the correct expression) of 30 calls for some 180 dabs of the keys. BUT..... aren't
these soldiers rather old fashioned fellows? They carry their rifles at the slope and that just isn't done
any more. Haven't they been issued with the SLR yet?-. Perhaps they are Germans, though, they do
appear to have spikes on their helmets. Maybe you can prevail upon the OWL to enlighten us in his
own good time.
And speaking of the OWL, I'm surprised he didn't come up with the correct answer to Question 12
in the Military Quiz in last Autumn's MERCURY. Obviously, he has never heard of Captain C.H.
Upham, New Zealand Military Forces, VC AND BAR (1941 and 1942), either!.
Let us be charitable and assume we caught the OWL on one of his off-days. Try him with these two
teasers. He may be more at home with RSARS affairs. Ask him which prominent member was Army
Light-Heavyweight Boxing Champion in 1928 and narrowly missed becoming Imperial Services
Champion in the same year. He was also a Corps cricketer. If that stumps him (pardon the pun), can
he say which equally notable member was decorated for the attempted rescue of the crew of an RAF
aircraft which had ditched off the Welsh coast in 1942? The OWL will be number one again if he can
answer these.
One thing he can't be expected to know is prompted by G3EJF's review of "The Story of Catterick
Camp" in the Winter MERCURY. 25 years before I was posted to Catterick in 1943 my father was
there after coming home from a German P.O.W. Camp. He was a L/Cpl. Royal Berkshire Regiment: I
was an-O.W.L.-to-be with 1 OTB. Do we have any more two-generation Catterick families? (Earlier
in 1943 I suffered a second bout of square-bashing at Norton Barracks, Worcester, which you
mentioned in your Winter Editorial. Does that establishment ring a bell with anyone?).
And now a hearty Bravo for G3XYF who spoke out so boldly against the recent County reshuffle.
Would that more people did their bit in fighting this type of nonsense instead of rushing in to side
with it. And who can say that using their Post-code has resulted in a speeding-up of their mail? What
benefit is it to the man-in-the-street to read his temperature in Centigrade?, (or Celsius - Ed.). Or to
measure his liquid intake in Litres?. Is my aerial going to be more efficient after I've worked out its
length in Metres?. Or our electricity cheaper now that it alternates in Hertzes? (Och,
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that hertz - Ed.). All these improvements (!) are just thought up by someone who sits in an office all
day, with nothing better to do, than to be foisted upon a public still trying to make sense out of
decimal coinage - where 1p - 2d OR 3d, as if it didn't make any difference which!!. I am refusing to
use my post-code as my contribution to the fight. What are the other members doing or not doing?
Regarding the A.G.M. I shall not be along. I note, however, your suggestion that members should
bring the XYL (not necessarily their own?) or girl friend. But what of those with neither? Has the
Society given serious thought to the Army supplying at least the latter as an added incentive?. You
might like to consider the idea.
I should also like to repeat (it was in the October 1971 MERCURY) that I no longer send or collect
QSL cards. I tell this to everyone who mentions it over the air but it seems that a couple of cards did
slip into the Bureau.
Finally, Mr. Sec., be it known that I am not interested in taking part in Society Nets, chasing awards
or entering contests, but do, please, keep up the new members' Life Histories and Letters to the Editor.
I am a deplorably un-technical bloke and these are things I can read and enjoy.
My 73 to your good self and also the OWL. (Thinks: Perhaps it was all that time he had to cogitate
while out in that pea-green boat that's made him so knowledgeable!).
Alan Herridge, G3IDG/RSARS 024
(Thanks for an interesting letter, Allan (delivered by hand at the Aldershot Army Display) and having
got all those dislikes off your chest, the OWL trusts you feel better!. The little soldier-chappies are a
Platoon (the one and only) or The 73/88th Regiment or Foot and Mouth, otherwise known as The
Editors Guards. As you remark, it is unusual that other members haven't commented on them - for a
close inspection of past parades will reveal that, as all good Drill-Pigs know, there is always one
awkward man in every Squad. The 73/88th are no exception, and investigation will show that
Guardsman Webb (no relation!) often appears less hackle. pike or belt and sometimes, completely
absent. This Platoon carries Pikes (not rifles or SLRs) dating from the days of their close affiliation
with their sister-Unit, The Home Guard. Their battle honours are legion and include The Gut. The
siege of Bugis Street, etc.
One of our New Zealand members was quick to support Captain Upham's claim and we are pleased
once again to correct any misunderstanding. We did say at the time, however, that the details were
taken from a pre-war book. The reason that the OWL didn't "cotton-on", according to him, was that it
was the breeding season ("Would you come out to answer a question?"). He did, however, agree to
think about your two teasers and offers the following. In 1928 you might have meant our worthy Vice
President, who, the OWL informs us, was a great all-rounder including Cricket, Boxing and Golf. By
way of a bonus he added that some years later General Cole was one of the instructors in Egypt who
taught newly arrived DR's to ride a motor cycle in the Desert. Your second teaser caused him a few
more problems but the OWL considers that you mean The President, whose George Medal was
awarded for just such a rescue operation a number of years ago. Both are to be congratulated on their
efforts.
All the OWL will say on your comments re metrification is, that it should make it a little easier for
us now that we are Common Market orientated.
Thanks for the reminder regarding 'IDG QSLs. To QSL or not to QSL is the choice of every member
- Ed.)
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REMEMBER THE WS 19?.
Writing from 279 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 3NZ, Cyril Cox, RSARS 0630 remembers
the early days of the Wireless Set No. 19.
Looking back over old times it might interest you to know that I took an active part in the birth of the
19 Set. At the time I was acting S.Q.M.S. F. of S. of No. 4 Squadron, 9th Armoured Division and
Major Campbell, the designer of the set, was my OC. The set was then in production at Pye Radio at
Cambridge and I was privileged to stay at Pye Radio during its early production days.
The first 7 sets released to the Army went to 9th Armoured Division (4 Squadron had four of these)
and the 7 sets were tried out by the Division. Then Major Campbell had the idea of fitting 3 of these
sets in an Armoured Command Vehicle (ACV or "Iron Lung" as they were known in 4 Squadron!).
The 3 sets were fitted in a special frame and a 19 Set case was used to enclose an "Exchange" for the
3 sets. By the use of this exchange 5 Staff officers sitting in the ACV could receive or transmit on any
one of the 3 channels. This only required one operator thus giving a saving of two operators.
Of course, we had problems. Frequency separation was one of them. We fitted traps to all the
aerials, but this was not very successful - receivers were blanked out by the set transmitting. This was
eventually solved by asking that the frequency allocation for 28th Armoured Brigade be issued in bulk
and that allocations within the Brigade were done by us. In this way we were able to select the most
suitable frequencies and, with the aid of our wave-traps, we got by. The "exchange" also provided the
intercom facilities from one of the sets.
Our next problem was power for the sets. This entailed providing two sets of batteries for each set,
this meant 12 batteries in all. They were housed under the floor of the ACV, just inside the rear door.
Next came the problem of charging the batteries - we wanted to be able to charge either set of
batteries within the vehicle on the move, and also from a charging set when the vehicle was
stationary, in harbour. The vehicles own generator was unsuitable for this purpose as it was only
designed to charge the vehicle battery. So a special generator was obtained and fitted. This was
capable of charging six 6-Volt batteries as well as the 12-Volts vehicle battery. A change-over switch
was fitted so that the other six batteries could be charged. When the vehicle was stationary charging
was carried out by using the Charging Set Portable. This charged six batteries with change-over
facilities as before. Then came another headache - suppression. When we first started charging
batteries from the charging set, the noise in the receivers was above an acceptable level for listening,
although the batteries being charged were not those driving the sets. None of these problems existed
when the vehicle charger was being used to charge the batteries. Eventually, with a lot of suppression
and a good distance between charger and batteries we achieved some amount of success. All this took
place in 1941, and my trade was Electrician Fitter, I was not a Radio Technician by any means. One
of the officers I worked with very closely on the idea was a Captain Hoden (Moden? -Ed,) whom I
have not seen since the Squadron broke up in early 44. I have often wondered what became of him
and wished that we could meet again. I remember during the production of the WS 19 I asked Major
Campbell why the output of the 'A' Set could not be fed directly into the input of the 'B' Set. This I felt
would save having to re-transmit a message. He tried to explain the problems to me - signal level,
noise, etc., nevertheless, he did produce the "Retransmit Box" and even incorporated it in the
"Exchange".
I hope this may have been of some interest.
73
Cyril.
(Such items are always of interest, Cyril, both to the RSARS and to such people as the, Museum
Curator here at Blandford as well as to the Corps as a whole. If any other members have memories of
Signal Equipment or its uses (in any role) they are invited to drop a line to RSARS HQ. Write now we need this information recorded - Ed.).
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIIE INDIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS.
VIA
VU2MD/RSARS 0767.
As far back as 1857 there is a records of a Signals Service in India, though it was not until 1911, as a
result of the recommendations of the Headlam Committee held at Simla in 1910, that Signals in India
came into being on a separate establishment under the auspices of The Corps of Sappers and Miners,
having a Signal Company for each Division and a nucleus of a Wireless Company for the line of
communication. The Army in India Committee of 1913 recommended further development of Signals
but the programme envisaged was interrupted by World War I. From 1914 onwards throughout the
War, Signal units were raised as a part of the Expeditionary Force or formations dispatched from
India.
During Word War I, Indian Signals served in every theatre of active operations (with the exception
of Gallipoli and The Balkans), as well an on the North West Frontier and in the garrisons of India.
At the end of the War, the necessity of retaining Signals units on a much larger scale than before
was realised. Signals, therefore, were reorganised and their identity as a separate Corps known as the
Indian Signal Corps was authorised in 1920. The newly formed Corps provided for a Signals Unit to
each Division, a Signals Troop to each Cavalry Brigade, a District Signals at each of Peshawar, Kohat
and Waziristan districts, two Corps Signals and its own Signal Training Centre, Depot and Records.
During the period 1911-1920, the Corps had been officered mainly by British Officers. September
1935 saw the advent of the first Indian Officer from the Indian Military Academy to be commissioned
into the Corps - 2/Lieut A.C. Iyappa. By 1939 the British still preponderated in the officer cadre in
that there were only seven Indian Commissioned Officers out of a total of 149 Officers. The same was
the case with the Other Ranks in the Corps, the British Other Ranks filling almost all the higher
technical trades. However, gradually replacement of British Other Ranks by Indian Other Ranks had
taken place and by 1939 the percentage of British ranks to Indian ranks was approximately 33% and
67% respectively. In April 1933, an important phase of Indianisation took place. The Boys Company
was inaugurated at the Signal Training Centre, Jabalpur. This was the first experiment of its kind in
India, and most successful one. Its object was to train selected boys for the highly skilled technical
trades in Signals.
Between the two World Wars, Signals played an important part in numerous North West Frontier
operations, in Afghanistan, Iraq and China.
At the outbreak of World War II, the Indian Signal Corps was still a small Corps with only a
total strength of 6,411 Other Ranks, organised into 9 major Signals Units and a number of smaller
Units. But, as the War progressed, the importance and necessity of signal communication for the
command and control of forces, necessitated by modern warfare, was fully realised. This resulted in a
large expansion of the Indian Signal Corps. As India was forced to rely, to a large extent, on her own
man-power resources for the maintenance of her forces in the Middle East and the persecution of the
war against Japan, this expansion could only achieved by Indianising Signal units to a much larger
scale than before. This evolved training of Indian Other Ranks in the higher technical trades which
had, until the outbreak of War, been entirely filled by British Other Ranks serving with Indian Signal
units. This vast expansion also led to the creation of a large number of new types of Signal units.
During World War II, units of the Indian Signal Corps forming integral complements of all the
formations of the Indian Army, served with distinction in the various theatres. In the Middle East, the
Divisional Signal units of 4, 5 and 10 Indian Divisions and Indian Motor Brigades earned an
illustrious name in the East and North African campaigns of 1940-1943. Added to this, an equally
vital though less spectacular role was performed by Signals in XXI Corps, 6 Indian Infantry Division
and the 31 Indian Armoured Division in Persia and Iraq. In the Italian Campaign, the Indian Signal
Corps was represented throughout by the Signal units of the 4, 8 and 10 Indian Division and the 43
Indian Lorried Brigade.
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TEASERS.
(Being a reprint of some problems by The Editor of The Amateur Radio News Service Bulletin, May
1975 to whom acknowledgements and thanks are due - Ed.).
1. What familiar English word is invariably pronounced wrong by every mathematician at The
Institute of Advanced study at Princeton?
2.
Rearrange the letters of NEW DOOR to make one word.
3.
Find a word of ten letters that can be spelled using only the top row of a typewriter.
4.
What is the EXACT opposite of "NOT IN"?
The answers will be found filling a small space elsewhere in this issue.

UNITED STATES BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS.
(The following preliminary draft comes from Ted Rich, WB2NWI (don't be fooled by the call-sign,
Ted had a ticket before the USA issued prefixes to their amateurs!) of 1008 Parkwood Boulevard,
Schenectady, New York, 12308, USA. 1976 is the bicentennial celebration of The American
Declaration of Independence and The Schenectady Amateur Radio Association plan to celebrate this
event in style and have requested that British amateurs, and in particular members of The Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society, assist them in this venture. - Ed.)
Communication, or lack of it, played a substantia1 role in shaping American history. Two hundred
years ago during the Revolutionary War, British war-time strategists set out to control the area near
the confluence of the Mohawk and Hudson Rivers, thinking that they could then separate New
England from the other colonies. Hampered by poor communication, the British failed in their efforts.
Looking back, if The Royal Signals had had radio then, they might have changed the course of
history..... and we'd all have 'G' call-signs today.
Intrigued by the possibilities for remaking the past, and enthusiastic about the bicentennial
celebrations, the Schenectady Amateur Radio Association has made tentative plans to set up a mobile
station at the Saratoga Battlefield and - in co-operation with other local clubs and The Royal Signals
and the British Radio Club (RSGB? - Ed.) - to establish contacts with English hams all over the
world as a bicentennial observance. History buffs in England are tracing the British Regiments that
were at Saratoga in 1777, and SARA hopes to contact them under their present Identity.
The station is scheduled to operate from around September 19 to October 17, 1976. Priority will be
given to English amateurs, but others will also be included. A commemorative licence will be
obtained and contacts will be confirmed by a special QSL card. The station will welcome visitors
from the general public who are interested in listening in on the contacts.
The project needs the support of hams everywhere and all the help that any local people can give.
History buffs are especially asked to participate. In addition, local artists are invited to use their
talents designing the QSL card that confirms radio contacts. And anyone is welcome to participate in
mailing the cards, which maybe a substantial job.
We know what did happen during the Battle of Saratoga, and with this project, we're going to
explore what might have happened, with the help of ham radio. The British had planned to send Sir
William Howe (who had 30,000 troops in New York) north to Albany, St. Leger to approach Albanyvia the Mohawk Valley; and Burgoyne to come to Albany- through Lake Champlain, Fort Edward
and Stillwater. St. Leger failed in the siege of Fort Schuyler and retreated to Canada. Howe directed
his efforts in taking Philadelphia with a sizeable force in September 1777. Meanwhile, Burgoyne was
having an arduous march from Ticonderoga to Fort Edward. On September 19 1777,
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UNITED STATES BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS - Contd.
Burgoyne fought a costly battle at Stillwater. His force of 8,000 had dwindled to 5,000. He could not
go forward and it was too late to retreat. On October 17 the disastrous end came with his surrender at
Saratoga... regarded by many as the turning point of the war. Two weeks later Howe finally started
north but only got as far as Kingston.
What might have happened if Burgoyne could have talked to Lord Germain in London or Howe in
New York is idle but interesting speculation. So also are guesses as to what might have been if Ethan
Allen, Schuyler, Gates and Washington had had ham radio. Out of such anachronistic thoughts comes
an idea for a ham radio celebration of the bicentennial.
If you're interested in joining the celebration or if you have any suggestions, contact Don Bulger
(WB2VJC) chairman of the planning committee at 463-5673.
(RSARS is particularly interested in obtaining views and suggestions from members regarding what
they feel might help the celebrations, particularly how the British amateur can help. Don't ring the
number quoted (!) but please send all suggestions to HQ where they will be collated and forwarded to
WB2VJC. Your Editor has already found 51 Regiments which were represented in the American
Wars but only one - The South Wales Borderers - show Saratoga as a battle in which they
participated. If you have any further information or suggestions, drop a line to HQ - Tnx. Ed.).

A MILITARY QUIZ.
G3IDG/RSARS 0024.
Yes! After All I said in "Mercury" about "cut out the clever stuff"!. It just occurred to me that the
previous quiz was too involved and no-one but an expert would know many of the answers. So,
perhaps you would like to try a simpler one, the answers to which many people might know.
1.
2.

Which is the oldest Regiment in the British Army?
What do, or did, the following stand for?:
(i) NCC (ii) RWAFF (iii) SASC (iv) QVR (v) PPCLI (vi) MPSC
3. A Lieutenant is junior to a Major. Why, then, is a Lieutenant-General senior to a Major-General?
4.
In which Regiments do Lance-Corporals wear TWO stripes?
5.
Which famous Field-Marshal and his son both won the VC?
6.
In which year were steel helmets introduced into the Army?
7. Which Regiment has no Sergeants and, when in uniform but without head-dress, still salute with
the hand?
8. How many years service would a ranker have, to be wearing TEN Long Service and Good
Conduct stripes?
9.
Which medal is it NOT possible to wear with the Burma Star?
10.
What is the correct name for a Drum-Major's "Mace"?
11.
Who were "The Desert Rats"?
12. Which Field Marshal lost an eye; his son a hand; and which General lost an eye and a hand, yet all
continued to serve?.
13.
In which Corps or Regiments are, or were, found the following ranks:?
(i) Staff Corporal,
(ii) Kingsman,
(iii) Artisan Sergeant Major,
(iv) Naik,
(v) Company Assistant,
(vi) Sub Conductor?.
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GOODIES FROM HARROGATE.
Bill, G3DBU, writes to mention a local supplier with whom he has done some very satisfactory
business in the past. This is J.S. FORSHAW trading under the title of CLARO ELECTRONICS of 25
REGENT PARADE, HARROGATE. The 'phone number is (0423) 66659. Claro Electronics, Bill
reports, has a large selection of components, often much cheaper than anywhere else on the Market,
such things as Electrolytics, switches, certain types of co-ax plugs and sockets, Jones plugs, double
shielded 75 Ohms co-ax, air-spaced trimmers, edge connectors. As Bill mentions "the items are too
numerous to mention". He is willing to supply by post any orders sent to CLARO and will endeavour
to obtain items as required by members. Got a project in hand at the moment???. Give Mr Forshaw a
ring or drop a line - it could well save you quite a bit of money. Tnx, Bill.

AN AF SPEECH COMPRESSOR.
G4CZJ/0701.
The circuit shown is my own adaptation of the DJ6HP design, and was originally built "bird-nest"
fashion and worked first time. Layout is not critical and, apart from the normal input/output
separation, no problems were found apart from slight RF pick-up when the battery was external to the
metal case, but screened leads soon cured this. If used in high RF areas, decoupling of the input with
0⋅01 µfd disc ceramics will effectively block any "nasties" from the input side.
No attempt has been made to analyse the circuit, assuming most people will draw their own
conclusions as to the usefulness of the device. Suffice to say it has been checked on a 'scope and a
spectrum analyser and no added distortion of the exciter could be detected, provided the tendency to
overdrive the exciter is not overlooked.
The method of adjusting the compressor is made far easier if the exciter has provision to monitor the
ALC. The equipment is loaded in the normal manner, a note being made of the ALC or Ic reading
when using the station microphone. The compressor is then put into circuit between the microphone
and the exciter input. VR1 should be set to maximum and VR2 for the noted reading on tune-up. I
personally whistle up the mic gain. Once the noted reading has been reached, reduce VR1 until the
peak starts to fall away - this is the compression threshold and should be noted. Any increase during
operating should only be made to VR1 to increase compression above threshold.
Battery drain is negligible and the compressor is usually left on whilst operating, if turned off
between overs there is a slight time lag when switching on while the electrolytics charge.
With a 12-Volts battery the output varied 3db for a –20/–30db change of input. Gain before onset of
compression was about 25db making it useful as a pre-amp for operating further away from the
microphone.
Several compressors of this design have already been built (by Cyril, GW3ASW and Les, G3WMZ)
and they seem pleased with the results.
For an outlay of about £4 it has proved a worthwhile addition to the station equipment.
I have also incorporated several useful modifications to my FT-200 and would be pleased to write
them up if of interest. Vy 73 Barrie.
(Technical items are always wanted for "Mercury" and the FT-200 details would, I am sure, be of
interest to many readers. Other members are invited to follow Barrie's lead and to let us know what
they have been building around the shack - Ed.).
Circuit diagram on following page. (There appears to be no C6 - Ed.).
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MILITARY QUIZ ANSWERS.
The Honourable Artillery Company - 1537.
2. NCC - Non-Combatant Corps. RWAFF - Royal West African Frontier Force.
SASC - Small Arms School Corps. QVR - Queen Victoria's Rifles (9th London Regiment). PPCLI Princess Patricias Canadian Light Infantry. MPSC Military Provost Staff Corps.
3. A. Lieutenant-General was originally a Lieutenant-Colonel-General, making the rank senior to a
Major-General. (We have also heard that Major-General was originally a Sergeant Major-General
making him junior to a Lieutenant-General. Members comments would be appreciated - Ed.).
4. Lance-Corporals of the Foot Guards wear two stripes (White ones on ceremonial uniforms. Full
Corporals wear gold ones).
5. Earl Roberts, as a Lieutenant, Bengal Artillery, in 1858, and Lieutenant The Hon. F.H.S. Roberts,
KRRC, 1899.
6. 1916.
7. The Blues and Royals have Corporals-of-Horse (who wear two stripes with a crown above). The
Fijians also salute when bareheaded, but do have sergeants.
8. A minimum of 48 years service (Yes!, it HAD been done).
9. The Pacific Star. The first of the two medals to be gained is worn, with a clasp on the medal ribbon,
(or silver rosette on the ribbon when worn alone) in lieu of the other.
10. A Staff.
11. 7th Armoured Division.
12. Field Marshal Wavell lost an eye in World War I, his son, Viscount Keren a hand in World War
II. Lieutenant-General Carton de Wiart lost an eye in Somaliland in 1914 and a hand in France the
following year.
13. Staff-Corporal = Household Cavalry. Kingsman = The Kings Regiment (Manchester and
Liverpool). Artisan Sergeant-Major = REME. Naik = Gurkhas. Company Assistant = ATS. SubConductor = RAOC.
ODDS AND ENDS.
A couple of requests have reached the Editors table. The first concerns Signals service in Japan. It
comes from NORMAN SMITH, 77 EASTFIELD ROAD, PRINCES RISBORCOUGH,
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, HP17 0HZ and reads :
CONTACTS WANTED WITH EX-MEMBERS OF 1st BRITISH OPERATING SECTION ROYAL
SIGNALS, WHO SERVED AT H.Q. BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OCCUPYING FORCE IN
KURE, JAPAN, 1946 - 1948 FOR A RE-UNION. CONTACT Mr SMITH AT THE ABOVE
ADDRESS.
The second request comes from a local non-member who requires information on the Creed 54/N3
Teleprinter (in his case Serial Number 210). Any info to :
J.D. FISHER ESQ., 2 HAYES CLOSE, WIMBORNE, DORSET. Telephone : Wimborne 3896.
G3XMZ and G3YSK are normally around 70·260 MHz at 2200 BST every Tuesday and Thursday
evenings. They QSY about 2230 hours BST to 2 Metres around 144·930 MHz. Clive will monitor all
2 and 4 Metres for any RSARS contacts, any mode.
G3XMZ attended the VHF/UHF, Convention. He understands there is to be a new Band-Plan for 2
Metres and 70 cms (Again!? - Ed.). Clive found himself sitting next to DA2PS at the Dinner/Dance
and had a long rag-chew. Clive hopes that 2PS managed to get back to DA-land all OK. He also hopes
to have an FT-101B very shortly so look around for 'XMZ who will also still be on 2 and 4 Metres.
Our sympathies are extended to G3JAO who, it is reported, has recently lost his XYL.
Les Dicker, G3VYT/RSARS 0892 has had to resign from RSARS for personal reasons. He sends best
regards to all who knew him and hopes to contact a few members in the future on QRP 80 Metre CW.
Les had a rough time recently and we sincerely wish him well.
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THINGS ARE NOT ALWAYS WHAT THEY SEEM!.
ZL1AXM/0530.
(Ken sends along a cutting from The Official Associated Press Almanac of 1975 (to whom
acknowledgements are made). The section deals with Stars/Planets/Space and the particular paragraph
with QUASARS. - Ed.).
QUASARS.
Quasers ("Quasi-stellar Radio Sources") were first discovered in 1961; they were star-like objects
emitting extremely intense radio and visible radiation. Since then, it has been found that many similar
visible radiators are undetectable radio sources ("Quasi-Stellar Objects") and are sometimes referred
to as QSOs. Some Quasars emit a million times as much radio radiation as our Milky Way Galaxy
which contains some 100 Billion stars. It is still a most challenging problem to understand the
physical process that leads to the tremendous radio emission in some quasars and the lack of it in
some QSOs.
In 1961, Maarten Schmidt of The California Institute of Technology, discovered a large red shift in
the location of the emission lines on the spectrum of quasars. It is generally accepted that their large
red shifts are caused by the cosmological expansion of the universe. The red shift is used to determine
the distance of receding extra-galactic objects. The measured red shift of quasars and QSOs place
them at up to 10 Billion Light-years - in fact the most distant objects in the universe.
This interpretation also implies that they emit between 50 - 100 times more energy than entire
galaxies, each containing about 100 Billion stars. The radiative emission from quasars in the visible
and in the short radio wavelength region varies with time. QSOs often show similar variations. The
time scale and amplitude of these brightness variations place a limit on the size of the geometrical size
of the emitting object. Thus Quasars and QSOs are in the order of a few light years or less in diameter
compared with 100,000 Light-years for a galaxy. If quasars and QSOs are indeed very distant objects,
as the red shift interpretation suggests, they must have tremendous radiative emission. An alternative
suggestion that quasars and QSOs are the visible manifestation of a gigantic explosion that occurred
in the centre of a distant galaxy.
It has recently been discovered that some quasars and QSOs are very strong emitters of infra-red
radiation, while others are very weak, adding to the enigma of these objects. Despite the theories
advanced, the actual origin of the tremendous energy output of Quasars and QSOs remain unknown.
One theory is that the energy released by Quasars and QSOs is generated during the evolution of
dense, massive, star clusters, or from supernova chain reactions within star clusters. That is, normal
sized stars coalesced to form very massive stars (approximately 30 to 50 times the Sun's mass) which
then become superstars or exploding supernovae.
Of late, there has been a growing awareness that QSOs show similarities to Seyfert galaxies, which
are a rare galaxy class, characterised by the small size and high luminosity of their nuclei. Their outer
parts, however, are inconspicuous. Since QSOs appear photographically similar and have similar
emissions spectra to Seyfert galaxies, it appears that these two celestial phenomena may somehow be
related.

COULD IT HAPPEN TO US?
THE EDITOR.
(From THE MICROVOLT of The Utah Amateur Radio Club, and published in the May 1975 edition
of the Amateur Radio News Service Bulletin. Due acknowledgements are made).
An enterprising 'con' man has devised a new scheme for procuring radio equipment. He stops cars
with antennas, identifies himself us being from the FCC and asks to see the operators licence. Most of
those stopped are unlicensed 'outlaws' on the Citizen's Band. When they cannot produce licences, he
explains that the equipment will have to be confiscated. In most cases the operator gladly turns over
the set, being happy to get off without fines, jail terms, etc. And the 'con' man adds another CB rig to
his collection!.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE G5RV.
MAURIE EVERED, VK3AVO.
(The following article appeared in the April 1974 edition of "Amateur Radio". RSARS wish to thank
the Editor of "Amateur Radio" for permission to reprint in "Mercury". It shows that the G5RV is truly
an "international" antenna. -Ed.).
A G5RV has been used at this QTH (13 Sage Street, Oakleigh, 3166.) for over four years for both
local and DX work on all bands from 160 to 2 Metres. What follows is intended to help anyone who
wishes to use this antenna. Much of the information given is not found in the usual texts but has been
learned the hard way by many amateurs. Most of the methods used are not original but the result of
helpful advice from many other VK's particularly Vin, VK3AOV who suggested I try a G5RV after a
co-ax fed multi-dipole had proved disappointing on the higher HF bands. I will present the
information under four headings.
CORRECTING THE POPULAR MISCONCEPTIONS.
(a) The G5RV does not have to be used with its 102 ft length perfectly horizontal. It can be used in a
sloping configuration, as it is at this QTH (See Fig. 1 ) with no loss of efficiency (although some
cancellation may occur if the angle of depression from the horizontal becomes too large).
(b)
The length of co-ax cable used does seem to be important. Most operators who successfully
use the G5RV have been able to confine the length of co-ax to less than 30ft. Conversely, greater
lengths (more than 50 ft.) may lead to poorer performance. This is an empirical finding arrived at after
questioning many satisfied and dissatisfied users over a four year period. Despite the fact that if good
quality co-ax is used losses should not be severe, at least on the lower frequencies.
(c) Often amateurs are heard to say that the G5RV is a compromise antenna and so must perform
poorly in some respects, (No reasons are ever given, just the statement!). This is not so in practice.
After all, the G5RV is no more a compromise than any other multi-band antenna (even the mighty
TH6! !).

TUNING.
This is probably the greatest bugbear in the use of the G5RV and the reason why many operators
give it away as a bad job. They are faced initially with an SWR that is considered too high or a
transmitter that will not load satisfactorily and, therefore, assume that the only answer is in the use of
an Antenna Tuning Unit or the use of another type of antenna. I would not recommend the use of a
Tuning Unit or the scrapping of the G5RV in these circumstances, and I give the method used to tune
my particular antenna when it was first erected.
The antenna is tuned simply by shortening (but NOT
by cutting) until an acceptable combination of SWR and
satisfactory transmitter loading is achieved. This is done
by pulling wire through each terminal insulator in turn and folding it back on the main wire (See
Fig.2). Do this in steps of about 6 inches at a time and test after each adjustment. Concentrate first on
the 20 Metre Band (say at 14⋅180 - 14⋅300 MHz) and when it is satisfactory, test on the other HF
Bands. These will usually be found satisfactory but some further adjustment may be necessary for the
best compromise on all
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Bands. If you have a favourite band other than 20 Metres adjust for the best SWR and loading on
that Band.
I obtained the following results :Band
SWR
80 Metres
1·3
40 Metres
1·6
20 Metres
1·0 - 1·1
15 Metres
1·6
10 Metres
4·0
USE ON 160 AS A LOADED VERTICAL.
I was able to load the G5RV satisfactorily on 160
Metres by simply joining the two conductors of the
co-ax feeder and then running a single wire to the pioutput of a small 10 Watts AM transmitter (See Fig.
3). A buried earth wire was run to the nearest water
pipe.
With this combination lots of local and interstate contacts were made. Strangely, in this case the
addition of series inductance or capacitance had very little effect on performance. Nevertheless, some
operators find it worth while to feed the antenna on this Band via a series tuned circuit or to use a
tapped inductor (See Fig. 4). Needless to say the better the earth system used, the better any such
vertical will perform.
An elementary yet often overlooked point in resonating such an antenna was
brought to my notice by Lin, VK3ARL, who suggested first peaking whatever
tuning arrangement is used by listening to a strong (but not overpowering) signal
and watching the receiver S-meter. Though the tuning position may not always
coincide with that for best transmission it will be close enough to assist greatly in
preliminary adjustments. Opinions vary as to the best way of getting optimum
results on transmission. Antenna current measurements are fine provided that any
tuning changes do not alter the impedance at the point of meter insertion. I used a simple Field
Strength Meter but any changes are best supported by a local amateur with a reliable S-Meter. Don,
VK3ADP, and Ron, VK3OM, obliged on many occasions.
USE AT VHF.
Although it is generally not considered a VHF antenna interesting effects can
be obtained because the G5RV is several wavelengths long at these frequencies
(particularly on 2 Metres) and is bi-directional off its ends. The antenna is fed as
shown in Fig. 5. Clip leads are slid up and down the parallel wires until a low
impedance point is found. This gives a low SWR on the co-ax line to the
transmitter. A tuning unit could, of course, be used, but the method shown is
very simple, very cheap and, most important, very effective.
Six Metre testing was rather restricted but extensive tests were performed on
Channel B using an FT 2F-B. Very satisfactory results were obtained, stations
being worked across the city when using the 1 Watt output position.
Well, there it is. I would never claim that on 20, 15 or 10 Metres a G5RV
would equal or even approach the performance of a well-adjusted Quad or Yagi,
but I have tried quite a few wire antennas and, of these, I think the G5RV is out
on its own for overall performance, size and ease of erection and adjustment.
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This is a sad occasion in that we bid farewell to Jack Cooper, who has been a most dedicated and
efficient Secretary, I would like personally to record a vote of thanks to him, although he does not
actually leave us until the end of the year, I would also like to express our deep appreciation for the
conscientious and efficient work of our Treasurer Gordon Titchmarsh. He has really done a great job,
and we really must let him off the hook now.
I would also like to welcome Sgt. Thompson who is taking over from Sgt Worth who has looked
after our interests very well.
We have yet to find a new Secretary, although we did try to get Bill Graham back. However, he
appears to be the only chap left in the Corps who knows anything about "Forward Scatter" - and he
has to go to NATO.
I was really very pleased when having purchased my new TX, a Trio TS-520 on my very first call
from Liverpool on a wet string antenna on 80, who should pounce on me? - but the RSARS Saturday
morning Net having a rest off the 7 MHz band. How fitting that my first contact after 6 years QRT
should be with Cyril Mountjoy!!.
Anyway - I must be brief, as there are other matters to discuss, Once again, thanks to our retiring
officials, and in my next appointment in March '76, as CSO UKLF, I hope to be a regular prowler
around the bands, and be able to take a much more active part in HQ matters, as I will be so much
nearer to Blandford".
Lieut-Col. Complin then went on to explain his position as School of Signals Liaison Officer. As
Liaison Officer his job was to help the RSARS out regarding local matters. More particularly, his job
was to keep The Commandant, School of Signals, and, through him, the SO-in-C informed on the
Society's activities. He considered the latter aspect to be most important and he believed it to be
beneficial to both the Society and the Corps.
He visited the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society stand at The Aldershot Army Display and was
very pleased to report to the Meeting that it was very impressive. The stand was within the Royal
Signals enclosure and, besides attracting a large number of visitors, it considerably enhanced the total
Corps display. A similar Display took place at Worcester for SIGNAL VIEW '75.
The Chairman then pointed out that the President, in his letter, had noted the great contribution that
the Secretary and members of the Council had made during the past year to the Society. The extent of
the organisation for the AGM had shown just how much was expected of them and how well they had
responded. The Meeting was grateful to them and their wives for all their loyalties and hard work.
Considerable thought had been put into future plans where the Society and the School of Signals
were concerned. As School of Signals Liaison Officer he was investigating the possibility of greater
participation by Headquarters and the Headquarters station G4RS into the training programmes at the
School of Signals particularly where the more senior courses (Foremen of Signals, Yeomen of
Signals, Officers TEM Courses, etc.) were concerned, He felt that serving soldiers undergoing courses
of instruction could well benefit from an introduction to Amateur Radio, and the Society (and
Amateur Radio) could well benefit from their interest. He was investigating this further and had
already discussed the basic plan with the Chief Instructor at the School of Signals, Members would be
kept informed of developments. He stated that the Meeting should now proceed and called for the
Minutes of the Previous Meeting.
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING.
The General Secretary then stated that, in order to save time, the Minutes of the previous Meeting
had been duplicated and had been made available to all visitors during the day. Additional copies,
together with other reports, etc., were available at the front of the Meeting. Due to the length of the
Minutes it was not intended to read them unless specifically requested. The General Secretary would
answer any questions or clarify any points if required. There being no questions or points,
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the Chairman asked that the Minutes of the Previous Meeting, as printed, be accepted as a true record
of the previous Meeting.
PROPOSED BY : D. BARRY G3ONU
SECONDED BY : E. NEPEAN G5YN
VOTING : Unanimous FOR.
The Chairman then called for the General Secretary's Report.
THE GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The General Secretary stated that his report was available in writing but that he would present it to the
Meeting as requested. With the permission of the Chairman and the Meeting he would combine the
reports of General Secretary, Editor of "Mercury" and Stores Manager. The report was as follows :
"First of all, may I echo the words you have already heard and welcome to this Meeting all
"shareholders", their XYLs, YLs, Guests and Friends. Here, at HQ, we appreciate that, for many of
you, it has not been a case of "popping around the corner to the AGM", We trust that your journey
here was pleasant and that your journey home will be a safe one.
With your permission I will combine the reports of the Secretary, Editor and Stores Department, as
paperwork from all three departments cover the dining room table at home, the office desk at work,
and all odd corners at HQ.
It is always very satisfying to be able to start any report with "It has been a successful year..." and
we can certainly do that.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL from a membership growth point of view. As many members will
know we are now issuing four-figure numbers, the last ones being in the 1140 series. However, gaps
occasionally appear in the ranks when it is our sad duty to report a Silent Key Member. However, as
with The Thin Red Line of yesteryear, when a gap appears in the ranks, someone steps forward to fill
it and we are fortunate to have applications from young and old, at home and overseas, licensed and
SWL (some dating back before the Gen. Sec.'s first birthday (and that is a long time ago!), the
members - not the application forms!!), to fill the gaps. Each year we lose a few, and those we have
"officially" lost this year are listed elsewhere. (Gen. Sec. Note - 4 call-signs should be removed from
this list - GW2RV, G3VVE and ZL1AUI (previously paid and entered in error or paid as list was
compiled, and G2DWN, reported Silent Key). I say "officially" because it is known that many of
these will rejoin and their non-payment of subs has been due to an oversight, or being out of the
country, etc. As suggested at the last AGM the Society did advertise (once only) in a National
Amateur Radio Magazine. The result was about 15 enquiries and 12 new members. Although
successful, this action has not been repeated and the flow of applications has been entirely due to
good "PR" by members, and the highly successful RSARS Nets.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL from the point of view of membership participation, on the air, on and
off the Nets, through the mail with suggestions and offers of help, etc., and through "Mercury".
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL in that several members have taken time off from holidays, etc" to
come to Blandford and visit HQ and the Staff. It was pleasing to see them their XYLs and Junior Ops,
and, in one or two cases, even the dog!.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL from the Stock turnover point of view. Gordon will tell you more
about this. Perhaps I should offer apologies to members who have waited for Stores. The reasons are
many - our engraver of call-sign badges is cheap but slow. An attempt to take our trade elsewhere
resulted in the knowledge that, although slow, the present engraver charges only 5p or 6p per badge,
the ONLY alternative in Blandford area wanted 60p for the same work! (Gen. Secs Note a more
recent quote from a National badge manufacturer was £1 - 10p for engraving 5 characters!!). On your
behalf, I considered that you would prefer to wait rather than see the price go up by over 100%. The
overprinting of RSARS QSL cards came to a temporary halt when Major
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John Daw retired from the Service and left the district. Your General Secretary became a modern-day
William Caxton and produced several thousand cards as a stop-gap service. If you have received a
badly overprinted, smudged QSL from one or two members - hang on to them, they may well be
worth a fortune in the future as a rare work of art!. I am happy to say that Tom, G4CMG/RSARS
0931, came to our rescue by arranging with his father to print our cards for us. Mr Milne Senior is a
printer of the "old school" where only one standard of print is acceptable - the best. The inevitable
increase in the price of ink, type, spares, etc., has meant that the cost of such printing has had to rise,
although all increases, after October last year, have been absorbed by the Society. Increases in prices
has hit just about everything where RSARS Stores are concerned. This must prompt the question
"Why is the profit margin this year higher then last?". There are several answers to this, the main one
being that, thanks to The Commandant, School of Signals, for permission to use one of the School of
Signals computers we can produce the Great Circle Charts at considerably less than expected. We
were also fortunate in obtaining the "Telegraph" Atlases at cost, these retailing at considerably more
than the average 10% profit margin.
The Society has also been fortunate in obtaining the Creed 75R Teleprinters which also helped boost
Society funds. In order not to "inflate" the profit margin, all monies received from the sale of these
machines have been credited to "Donations". Before some member asks which lorry they fell off, may
I explain that as a member of one of the professional Institutes I receive a regular Journal of the
Telecommunications Managers Division of that Institute. In one such Journal was a letter from a
fellow member whose "Salt-Mine" is a well-known News Agency. Apparently, this Agency was
going over to a different type of Teleprinter and wished to dispose of the 75R's. I was prepared to bid
for them on behalf of the Society, but was told that I could have them at negligible cost if I collected
them from a QTH in Surrey. To cut a long story short, I collected them and gave them to the Society,
The surprise came when the collecting vehicle returned to Blandford with EIGHTY printers!!. These
have now been virtually all disposed of, to the benefit of the Society.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL from the point of view of "Mercury" even if only in the fact that we
still manage to produce, however late. We were hit by the severe paper shortage during the year, this
and the shortage of envelopes, etc., hasn't really helped our cause. To overcome this, it has been
decided that the (late) Spring and the Summer editions (which contain the AGM Notes) will be
forwarded together to overcome the postage problem, etc.
As every good editor knows (and even I realise) to run a magazine one must have contributions and
it is always a nice feeling to know that you have one or two articles in hand. We have, indeed, been
fortunate in this respect and HQ has received technical, historical, nostalgic and even controversial
articles and we have always managed to fill each edition AND have some items in hand. Thanks must
go to all those who have contributed and of course, to all those who have read.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL in the "Outside Events" sphere. RSARS have been represented at
SIGNAL VIEW '74 at Worcester and again this year at THE ALDERSHOT ARMY DISPLAY and
thanks are recorded to all those members who supported us either by a visit or on the air. HQ also
provided a station at last years BLANDFORD FAYRE. A special vote of thanks must go to Les
Thompson, G3VYZ, who, at very short notice, organised the move to, and setting up at, Worcester
when your Secretary was retained at Blandford on compassionate grounds. Also to John Worrall,
G3XBA, who, as a result of a 'phone call, drove from Hounslow to Worcester at no notice at all, to
take over the operating duties of G3DPS.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL if we base our impression on the "Complaints" File - it's empty.
IT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL from the Overseas Members point of view. Although separated from
us by hundreds of miles, these members continue to give their unstinted support. The ZL Contingent
has its own RSARS Net, Australia is regularly represented on the World-Wide Net (when conditions
permit), VS5MC made a gallant but unsuccessful attempt to put both Spratly Island and Amboyna
Cay on the Amateur Radio map. Letters come in from many other RSARS
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Overseas Members and even PY2PA, the lone RSARS voice of South America, has managed to
clock up a number of RSARS contacts. It would be unfair to give the impression that that short list
covers our world-wide activities - far from it, one could go on for ages - Jim and Mike, VP1JR and
VP1MT and their trip to English Cay, the CW activities of K2JFJ on 20 Metres, VU2MD representing
Bombay, VQ9MI in the Seychelles (whose XYL Diane, although RNARS operated from Desroches,
and has QSOd more than 100 RSARS members). We thank them all, their efforts are appreciated.
It is felt that the above notes will show that it certainly has been a successful year, before closing, a
word of thanks must he made to DADPTC, The Data Processing Centre, on whose computer is kept
our membership records, and to L/Cpl Rose (now posted) and to Senior Aircraftsman Tuffin who kept
the hungry monster fed with all the data. To the School of Signals Production Centre a "Thank You"
for the continued production of "Mercury".
Before bringing this somewhat overlong report to a close, perhaps a word about my forthcoming
resignation. I have now completed two "tours" as General Secretary, and I can truthfully say that I
have enjoyed every minute of it. My decision to resign was brought about by many factors, some of
which I will not discuss here. But I do feel that, perhaps, it is time that the office was offered to a
younger person, with new and fresh ideas. Also, I intend leaving the Service in early 1977 and I feel,
in fairness to the XYL and family, that a year to adjust to and prepare for The Big Outside World
would not go amiss. I hasten to add that my decision is in no way influenced by the Society, its
Council or its members. I have made many friends and I intend to make a lot more whilst I overtake
Cyril, GW3ASW, on the RSARS Worked Members Table,
And as a "Final Final" (to use a good amateur expression) my thanks go to RSARS 0651 - my XYL
without whom I would probably have given up ages ago!!. "
The Treasurer's Report was then called for by the Chairman.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
The Treasurer's Report, together with the Balance Sheet and RSARS Stock figures had been made
available to all those attending the Meeting. The Treasurer stated that he would, however, read his
report and would answer any questions or queries.
General.
It is once again my pleasure to present to you the audited accounts of the Society and to be able to
report to you that in spite of inflation and not yet obtaining a Corps Grant this year, your assets
continue to grow. Our accounts show that your assets have increased by £62 - 59p, modest - but
satisfying.
Looking to the future (Balls, Crystal, MkI), to maintain this growth, or even to break even, will
mean increased subscriptions and trading prices, if the present trend towards spiralling prices and
postal charges is maintained, but I think we should bear in mind one simple fact - "We are not a
profit-making organisation". If, in the future, we can maintain "Mercury" and other modest services to
members at a reasonable subscription, we should be satisfied.
I will now get down to the mechanics and present to you a breakdown of the Accounts.
Deposit Account.
Our Deposit Account stands at £864 - 26p, interest for this year is £69 - 89p. I must apologise for not
complying with your instructions at the last AGM and transferring this Account to a Building Society.
Moving house and other events have fully occupied my time this year.
Property.
New property to the value of £78 - 25p has been purchased. Depreciation and writes-off this year
totalled £230 - 28p.
Headquarter Maintenance.
Day-to-day running and maintenance of G4RS cost £89 - 09p.
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call-signs and 10 SWLs who have sent or received cards in the year. This figure, of course, represents
less than one third of the overall membership. During 18 months of office nearly 400 call-signs have
collected cards at sometime or other whilst only 10 SWLs have been represented. One would have
hoped that our system was to our listening fraternities advantage and would have encouraged their
participation. So those who seek the Senior Award will need to struggle for some time yet.
To the vexing question of uncollected cards. I have published two lists to date in "Mercury" and
another is due. The result was disappointing with less than 20% response. The current situation is that
I hold 1,444 cards for 298 members who have not lodged SAEs with me.
An enquiry has been made on more than one occasion as to how often the cards are despatched. My
policy is to review each and every member at least once a month, if then cards are to hand of
sufficient number to equal the stamp value on the SAE they are released. I stress this point because
some members have waited a long time for cards due to stamping SAEs at a high level. The present
first weight level of 2ozs (5½p Second Class, 7p First Class) covers 10 - 12 cards and the next level
(4ozs) between 25 and 35 cards, Members requiring returns of lesser quantity are urged to indicate
this on their SAEs. Alternatively, if the member is not so active or anticipates a slow return he can
suggest posting at three months intervals.
One final comment, that the response to the last postal increase was very good with few SAEs
remaining under-stamped.
The Chairman then thanked the General Secretary for the QSL Managers Report and asked for the
report from the Non-serving Members Representative and Deputy Net Controller.
NON-SERVING MEMBERS REPRESENTATIVES. AND DEPUTY NET CONTROLLERS
REPORT.
Cyril Mountjoy then spoke in these two capacities. Little had had to be done in the NSM Reps duties
but controlling the RSARS 80 Metre Net had kept him busy. Despite QRM, some deliberate, the Net
had continued to flourish and, on several occasions, he had formally closed the Net and had returned
to the frequency some time later only to find the Net continuing well into the late hours. This showed
dedicated members and spoke well of the Society. It showed an esprit-de-corps between individuals
for which our Society was well known. At the last AGM he had reported that as many as 39 members
had been "on parade" in an RSARS Net. This figure had risen during the past year to 44, in fact,
GW3MTH contacted 35 members in one evening!!. Perhaps Ray, as Contests and Awards Manager,
would consider a special endorsement for a Basic Award!.
Finding a spot for the Net is often a problem. Some years ago it operated around 3∙780 MHz but had
to move due to QRM. At that time, 3∙720 MHz was a relatively clear frequency and the Net QSY'd.
However, commercial QRM has caught up with us again, and it is often necessary to move as much as
20 KHz in order to find a clear space. The way in which the Nets have flourished indicates that Nets
and their participants are capable of observing Net discipline and this reflects very favourably upon us
as amateurs and, indeed, upon the Corps. Conditions for the HF Nets have not been good.
On Council business there is little upon which to comment. The routine work resulting therefrom
also requires little comment. This has been largely due to the fact that we have 4 very active Council
members appearing frequently upon the LF Nets resulting in them being available for immediate
consultation if required. This method works to the advantage of us all and particularly so to our
Secretary who is then left to handle the more confidential questions by correspondence.
On behalf of the non-serving members I would like to thank my fellow Council officers. To two of
them go particular thanks. Gordon Titchmarsh who, after being Treasurer for so many years, has now
resigned. A non-licensed member, his work has been performed with zeal and dedication. To another
who has also performed his work with almost fanatical dedication, - our Secretary, Jack Cooper. With
the joint tasks of General Secretary and Editor of "Mercury" his workload has been
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enormous but performed after the manner we have come to expect of him. He has set a high standard
for his successor!!. After two "stints" in the office he has become - almost - THE SOCIETY. To both
of them go my regards and good wishes for whatever materialises in the future. THANK YOU
BOTH.
It would be remiss of me if I did not at this point mention another worker way behind the scenes Dave Sugden, G4CGS/DA2PS for his work in "taping" "Mercury" on behalf of our "White Stick"
members. On their behalf, a very sincere thanks, Dave.
My sincere thanks also to all those members who have met me on Net Nights, both for your
tolerance and your net discipline. Without these it would be impossible to operate such large and
frequent nets. This discipline, although largely self-imposed, reflects nothing but good upon us as
amateurs, RSARS members and on the Corps in particular. Finally, I have been instructed to pass on
to the AGM various good wishes from Ken, ZL1AXM, Dady, VU2MD and from Tom and Rita,
G3HPJ/G3NOB who pass along their 73/88.
(The General secretary then added that, via 80 Metres, the President of The Wolverhampton Amateur
Radio Society had requested that greetings be passed to The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
Annual General Meeting from the President, Officials and all Members of The Wolverhampton
Society. This was formally done and recorded in the Minutes).
The Chairman thanked Cyril Mountjoy for his reports and proceeded by asking the Meeting to
confirm the election and/or confirmation of Society Officials. It was pointed out that a replacement
for the Treasurer had been found in Major G. Howard Royal Signals, but, as the General Secretary did
not retire until January 1st 1976, no replacement has yet been nominated. The Meeting was asked to
confirm the Officials as known at the present time.
PROPOSED BY
:
L. LAWBUARY G3WMZ
SECONDED BY
:
R. COLE G6RC
VOTING
:
Unanimous FOR.
The Chairman then called for Item 10 on the Agenda "Presentation of Written Propositions". The
General Secretary stated that there were 5 written propositions.
PROPOSITION No. 1.
PROPOSED BY : D. BARRY G3ONU
SECONDED BY : H. STENHOUSE G3MAY
PROPOSED THAT
a) "Mercury" be published three times a year from 1st January 1976.
b) If necessary, members be charged part or all of the cost of materials for the
publication and despatch of "Mercury".
c) Members be charged the cost of postage of "Mercury".
The General Secretary then read the supporting reasons for Proposal No.1 submitted by the Proposer
and Seconder.
Reasons for Proposal.
1. There appear to be a number of difficulties in producing "Mercury" four times a year and the
January 1975 issue was received in April. An ever increasing membership has not brought any
significant increase in members contributions and the amount of free paper, envelopes and post paid
labels that can be obtained legitimately has decreased,
2, By publishing "Mercury" less often, it may be possible to find enough paper and envelopes for
three issues a year. Perhaps more important 3 issues would fit better into the three-term, three-holiday
pattern of the School of Signals on whom the Editor has to rely for printing and production.
3. If insufficient free materials are forthcoming to sustain three issues a year, rather than reduce the
number of issues and size of "Mercury" it is proposed that members should meet the cost of materials.
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4. Postal charges should also be borne by members and because postage rates constantly rise, both
postage rates and any necessary charges for materials should be added to the subscription paid in
advance by Annual Members.
5, Life Members, must also bear the cost of production and postage. Life members who do not
respond to a request for payment should not receive "Mercury".
6. Should the proposal not be carried, it is predicted that members will be faced with an ever
diminishing "Mercury", published at ever increasing intervals, posted only to those who serve in units
and can give an Official address. This could be rectified by ceasing to recruit non-Royal Signals, to let
all non-Royal Signals members subscriptions lapse without reminder, and not to permit non-Royal
Signals members to become Life Members, thus allowing the Society to gradually reduce in size. It
should then be possible to maintain the present "Mercury" standards to Royal Signals and late Royal
Signals members only at no, or little increased, cost.
D. Barry, G3ONU, then spoke on the proposition. He stated that the proposition was written in April
when "Mercury" was already overdue, and the proposition as made in no way reflected upon the
present Council. He also pointed out that Council could, under Rule 20, ignore any vote or postal
ballot taken under certain circumstances. Previously, members had been told that there were no staff
or production difficulties so why no "Mercury"?. G3ONU also commented that - the profit of £62+ as
shown was actually a loss when the donation received from the sale of teleprinters was considered
less the cost of "Mercury". The Editor then answered a question regarding how "Mercury" was
produced. He stated that the material had to be collected by the Editor and a draft typed on one side of
the paper only, covers had to he drafted, and the whole lot passed to The Production Centre for
production of the necessary number of copies The Chairman then stated that apart from the one
incident of having to buy paper during the past year the cost of postage and production of "Mercury"
had increased little, hence there should be no extra cost to members. The Treasurer then stated that the
higher costs of "Mercury" shown on this years Balance Sheet was due to the Society having to spend
around £40 for paper when the paper supply was very short indeed. He went on to review items on the
Balance Sheet and said that he could see no reason to charge for "Mercury". The Chairman then asked
for additional information on the Balance Sheet and this was given by the Treasurer. G3MAY
commented that the procedure of sending the Spring and Summer editions together would be like
having yesterdays and todays paper together. G3XWS suggested that, in view of the new
Secretary/Editor not being known at this stage, the proposition might be left until the next AGM.
G6RC asked if the proposer was prepared to withdraw his proposition. G3ONU stated that he wished
the proposition to stand and be voted on. To ensure that all members present were conversant with
Rule 20. GW3ASW then read the Rule from the Rule Book. The Chairmen then suggested that the
situation be reviewed in six months and a decision then taken. This was not proceeded with. The
Chairman then directed that the proposition would he dealt with in two halves; a) and b) + c). A vote
was then taken on proposition 1a ("Mercury" to be published 3 times a year), by a show of hands.
VOTING FOR
: 15
VOTING AGAINST
: 23
PROPOSITION 1a
- NOT CARRIED.
A vote by show of hands was then taken on 1a + 1b together (If necessary, Members be charged part
or all of the cost of materials for the publication and despatch of "Mercury" AND members be
charged the cost of postage of "Mercury").
VOTING FOR
VOTING AGAINST
: 22
PROPOSITION 1a + 1b - NOT CARRIED.
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PROPOSITION No. 2.
PROPOSED BY : F. HERRIDGE G3IDG.
SECONDED BY :
PROPOSED THAT the title of the Society should be changed to THE ARMY AMATEUR RADIO
SOCIETY. In his proposition, G3IDG stated "From the pages of our Journal one can find reference to
those connected with the Artillery, Catering, Medical, Pay, Ordnance and Service Corps, Engineers,
REME, many County Regiments, Military Police, The Guards, Tank Regiments and so on. It seems
undeniable, therefore, that the "Royal Signals" in our title is inappropriate and misleading. And so I
propose that now would be a suitable time for a renewed attempt at persuading the authorities to
accept an ARMY Amateur Radio Society.
Before calling for a Seconder from the floor, the General Secretary explained that the title had always
been in use and was retained for various reasons including the fact that it was a small band of Royal
Signals stalwarts who first formed the Society 14 years ago, and the Corps has always been extremely
helpful in providing accommodation, utility services, manpower, assistance, etc., and a change of
name could well result in the loss of all these facilities. A mention was also made of the generous
Corps Grants received in the past from The Royal Signals Association which could not be
forthcoming in the future on change of name as there was no Army Association as such. Also that all
members, Life, Annual, Full, Associate or Honorary had the same facilities of membership with the
exception that only Full Members could serve on Council. A Seconder for the proposition was called
for from the floor. There was no response. A Seconder was called for a second and third time without
response. The proposition was dropped.
PROPOSITION No. 3
PROPOSED BY : 1)1. G. BENNETT G3DNF
SECONDED BY : D. BARRY G3ONU
PROPOSED THAT the Annual General Meeting of The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society in
1976 is held at a location in the North of England to allow RSARS members who are located away
from the South of England to attend. The suggested venue is Catterick.
The Proposition was received without a Seconder. When a Seconder from the Floor was called for, D.
Barry, among others, agreed to second.
Several members spoke on the RSARS activity in the North of England, etc. G3XWS stating that he
had met as many as 20 members at Drayton Manor, and GW3ASW stated that he saw a large number
of members at Leicester. R. Webb, G3EKL, stated that he was stationed at Catterick, could not speak
"officially" but he felt that the venue had distinct possibilities. It was decided that investigations
should take place to ascertain the possibilities of holding the AGM at Catterick. Members also
suggested that it may be possible to hold them alternately in the North and South. This was not
included in the proposition, therefore it was decided that the Society should await the results of
investigations regarding 1976 and then consider alternate arrangements. The vote was taken on the
proposition as submitted.
VOTING FOR : A majority.
VOTING AGAINST : 2
PROPOSITION No. 3 - CARRIED.
PROPOSITION No. 4.
PROPOSED BY : E. NEPEAN G5YN
SECONDED BY : R. SMALL G3ALI
PROPOSED THAT Major G, Howard Royal Signals be appointed Honorary Treasurer to The Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society in place of Mr. Titchmarsh on resignation.
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G2DX reminded the Meeting that this was the last AGM that the General Secretary would attend in
that capacity and he would like to place on record an appreciation of the work done in the past by The
General Secretary. The General Secretary made a suitable reply.
A. Milne, G2MI, them thanked the Meeting and the Society for his grant of Honorary Membership
bestowed in the past and said that he felt honoured to be a member of The Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society.
There being no further business the Chairman then asked the Contests and Awards Manager to present
the RSARS Trophies and Awards for 1974/75. G3EKL then presented, on behalf of the Society, the
following Awards and Trophies :
The 5-59 Trophy - G3ALI
The Best 5-59 'Phone entry - G3WMZ
The Best 5-59 CW entry - G3UAA (In absentia)
The Le Touquet Trophy - G3NVK
The 1975 Anniversary Trophy - G3NVK
The "Any Mode - 500" Award - GW3ASW
The RSARS Special Award - GW3ASW
The GW2OP Trophy - G8FG (In absentia)
G3EKL pointed out that the GW2OP Trophy had been awarded by Council to G8FG in recognition of
his efforts in travelling from his home QTH to Blandford to put G4RS on the RSARS CW Net so
regularly.
There being no further business, the Chairman declared the Meeting closed at 1616 hours.
***************************************
RE PROPOSITION 5.
In the light of further information received from the Treasurer and members the list of members
whose subscriptions remain unpaid is as follows :
0028 0209 0342 0432 0441 0456 0585 0615 0652 0677 0678 0680 0688 0706 0728 0734 0739
0751 0768 0769 0800 0802 0821 0824 0826 0832 0834 0837 0871 0921 0935 0945 0946 0955
0974 0978 0981 0989 0994 0996 1001 1005 1009 1016 1020 1021 1026 1027 1028
AFF 05 06 16 19 41 46 48 49 50 52.
All previous lists regarding Proposition No. 5 should be ignored and destroyed.
***************************************
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LATE NEWS AND VIEWS.
From: G. Wimlett, G8GLS/RSARS 0346. "I am using a Liner II into a QQV06-40A Linear Amplifier
(about 80 Watts out) into a 14 Element Parabeam at 35 feet. The RX is a Trio JR500S with a
Convertor and Pre-amplifier utilising a total of three 40673 MOSFETs.
An interesting mod. worthy of note to Liner II users is, that by direct substitution of the 2SK35
Japanese FETs in the RF Amplifier and Mixer by 40673 FETs from RCA, the RX Noise Level drops
by about 3 dbs and the actual gain increases by a definite 6dbs giving a useful gain in sensitivity. The
40673s just slot in with the pip on the cap pointing the same way as the existing 2SK35s. No circuit
mods are necessary.
Incidentally, if there are RSARS members who would like to work me I am available for tropo
skeds, AM/SSB, most of the time. But particularly I would like to work some of the overseas
members via OSCAR VII, Mode 'A', or OSCAR VI. For OSCAR VII I have the Linear into either the
14 element for horizon QSOs or a 6 element tilted at 25° for QSOs between 200 - 500 miles (satellite
distance) or Crossed Dipoles for overhead passes. On 10 Metres reception I use either a 2 element
Quad or Crossed Dipoles. Hope you have gleaned something of interest from this literal rag-chew,
and have not been bored stiff - Hi! . Yours, Greg Wimlett.
(Not at all bored, Greg, we would like to see similar reports from other Class 'B' license members
regarding what is happening at their QTH re rigs, antennas, satellite working, etc. Members are
reminded that 144∙33 and 145∙33 MHz are the RSARS 2 Metre frequencies and it may well pay to
tune to these spots occasionally. A "CQ RSARS" may help, too, as there may well be 37 other
members just listening. If you want a sked with Greg, drop a line (sae pse) to G. Wimlett, 0346, 33B
Hawkhurst Avenue, Fulwood, Preston, Lancashire, PR2 4XR. - Ed.).
Bill Bailey, the Royal Signals Museum Curator seeks assistance from members regarding the fitting
of the WS 62 in a JEEP. If you remember how and where it was fitted, and if an installation kit was
available, please drop a line to Bill, at The Royal Signals Museum, School of Signals, Blandford
Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset, DT11 8RH. Tnx - Ed.
Change of appointment - Les, G3VYZ, has now officially taken over from John, G3ZKA and from
Don, G4DBF as Headquarters Station Manager, Between them the HQ Station is fast regaining an air
of neatness and organisation. A 2 Metre Ground Plane has been erected, the FDK Multi-2000 is
mounted in a new console together with the Heathkit 2 Metre Transvertor which is in the process of
being modified for 4 Metres. HQ has been pleased to welcome several, visitors since the AGM
including G3BIQ and G8IQM/A perhaps better known as GD8IQM visiting Blandford on a Cadet
Course.
Member Number 0918 writes to say that he and his family have completed their long distance QSY
across Australia and are now getting settled in Shoalwater Bay, West Australia. He can be reached at
P.O. Box 120, Rockingham, West Australia, 6168.
Robin, G3ZYE, has left his "Schoolies" job and is now working in the Hove area
Another (short range) QSY. This time by RSARS 940, Paul Arman who is still in the Worthing area
but now at 5 Ivy Place, Rowlands Road, Worthing.
Jim, GM3HGA, reports that spare time has been at a premium during the last year and he has not
appeared on the Nets as often as he would have wished. However, things have improved, he is up-todate with his QSLs and Bureau sae's. He is after the Bronze Award, and needs 20 QSLs from 40
outstanding QSOs. Cheek your Log and see if you can help him.
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"FLASH" - SHEET TWO.
A short note from RSARS 0848, H.D. FENNAH, of 14 Highfield, Hawarden, Deeside, Clwyd, CH5
3LR asks for help with obtaining two 8 mfd electrolytic capacitors as used in the Class 'D'
Wavemeter. He has converted his to AC but requires a couple of the correct type 8 "Muffs".
The OWL reports that Ken, ZL1AXM has been a bit under the weather recently and we all wish him
well. Mrs ZL1AXM, better known to many as Sheila, has been in contact with Marion Lister who is
taking a trip to Kermadec Island in September and Ken and Sheila have talked Marion into reserving
some operating time for RSARS contacts. Listen to the RSARS 80 Metre Nets for more info as details
are worked out.
It is also reported that DA1QD, with whom we seem to have lost touch, may well be back in the states
as WB5HMF. If you can contact him or QSY a QSP, give him a reminder that HQ would like to hear
from him.
A letter from New Zealand comes from R.S. Banks, ZL1AUI. He mentions that, although they are in
the middle of winter a number of people are swimming in the sea just below his QTH and the
temperature is 67ºF!. He goes on to say that there are only two types of people who live in N.Z. those who live in the Winterless North, and. those who wish they did!. A query regarding RSARS
Contest dates has been answered by mail, but other overseas members should note that, as Ray,
G3EKL, remarks in his AGM Report, all dates are the same every year and full details can be
obtained from HQ for a SAE/IRC. If ZL1AUI's number appears elsewhere on the "Defaulters" list,
please amend, he is in good standing for another two years.
Mentioned above was Robin's change of "Salt-mine" to Hove. His home QTH is now R. Bellerby,
G3ZYE, 104 High Street, Lindfield, Near Haywards Heath, Sussex.
John and Don (G3ZXA & G4DBF) attended the Rally at Maidstone and brought back the "RSARS
Visitors Book" (actually a sheet of yellow foolscap paper) which shows attendance by Spike/G4AKQ,
Ken/G3WYN, Eric/G3UUG, Tom/G4CMG, Harry/G3POY, Norma/G3ZCV, Leslie/G8NY,
Peter/G4AXS, Bill/G4DIR, Roy/G4DES, Arthur/G3RYF, George/G4AOE, George/G4BNI,
Bill/G3XWS, Bert/G3MAY, Dick/G3PHK, Maurice/G3YJS, Jack/G3KKF, Len/1071 and
Ted/G3YCN. Why not make the next Rally YOU attend a RSARS Mini-Meet?
Another QSY This time by G3VSD who is now located at 2 Moss Close, Helmshore, Rossendale,
Lancashire, BB4 4JQ. After the move a lot of time was taken up with the bungalow and garden but he
has managed to get out on 160 using "a bit of bent wire". A mast and Inverted Vee should grace the
horizon shortly and when fed with open wire should allow operation on all bands. So keep an ear open
for G3VSD/0784.
The OWL popped in again to ask if we knew which member operates from "The Clock Tower". After
"giving up" he tells us that it is G6MB who shares a very small shack with a gandfather clock. How
does it all work out? - time will tell!
HQ learns with regret of the passing of the XYL of George, G3JOA. The deepest sympathy of all
members is extended to you, George, at this time of your loss.
Apologies to any members that have been kept waiting for call-sign badges or overprinted QSL cards.
Both the engraver and printer have been on holiday. Normal service will be resumed as soon as
possible.
DON'T FORGET THE NEW RSARS INDEX CARDS - A number have already been sold and yours
are waiting to be despatched. Prices in 'Mercury'. Also there are about 12 "Telegraph" Atlases left for
disposal at £1 - 50 each. And. why not get your Dymo Badge before a) the end of the season and b)
before the price goes up.
RSARS STORES PRICES WILL BE REVIEWED BEFORE THE END OF 1975. New order forms
will probably be forwarded with the next 'Mercury'. New prices are not yet known but one thing is
certain - NONE WILL COME DOWN!!. Get your orders in NOW.
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"FLASH" SHEET -THREE.
AWARDS AND CONTESTS SECTION.
By
RAY, G3EKL.
Hello again from a gleaming Catterick - if nothing else Her Majesty's visit certainly made the old
Camp sparkle!. The weather nearly beat the DOE (we had seven weeks of official drought) - they
held. special rain-making ceremonies, jumping up and down in anguish when no rain was
forthcoming but all was well, the flowers bloomed in profusion, the grass managed to cope, and
everything went perfectly - as far as the public was concerned, I've managed to recover the majority
of the heavy weighted diver's boots I issued to certain people determined to take off at the slightest
provocation (worse than my unstable PA!!). One pair is lost though - I believe G3XSN may have
taken them as a souvenir "in lieu" of his high speed CW Trophy that wasn't available at "Old
Comrades" this year. Never mind, Bert, but I wish your keyer had performed better. Is it OK yet?.
Slow progress on the Awards front again and almost nothing at all on the Contest side.
Despite that, congratulations are the order of the day for Cyril, GW3ASW, who has succeeded in
satisfying yours truly that he really has worked 500 of our members. A large important looking
envelope arrived mid-May and it contained enough for me to award Cyril with the Society "Special
Supreme" and also the "Any Mode 500" Plaque. For other aspiring contenders, Cyril had taken six
years to attain this goal working some 560 members and attaining almost a 90% QSL return rate - that
sounds pretty good to me but it may well be due to Cyril's persuasive methods when a member didn't
cough up quickly enough!!. Nice one, Cyril, relax on your QSLs received and may you never be "off
Net".
The QRP Ladder is bubbling quietly along with most of the activity radiating from the
Leeds/Harrogate area, G3DNF has crept up to 20 (all CW), G3DBU has checked in with 12 whilst
G3FMW has soared up to a confirmed 70 mixed A1/A3j contacts. It is very gratifying to see this
increased activity, but I am wondering if I've upset G2HKU who was first on the ladder in August
1974 and hasn't moved any further. Have you run out of lantern batteries, Ted? A QRP Annual Award
has been produced by HQ to present to whoever makes the most progress on the QRP Ladder in a
Year. The year will commence on January 1st (same as the MOP Award) but the award will be passed
on year by year suitably engraved with the year and winner's call-sign. What is it? Well, truthfully I'm
waiting to see it myself so we will have to wait until the next AGM. (We managed to get it on display,
unengraved, at this years AGM. It's a 5J/180E PA valve, normally "blown" and running at 4
Kilowatts. Well it seemed appropriate at the time - Gen. Sec.).
Maurice Caplan (282) has surfaced once again and claimed a 1st Class Certificate with the call-sign
VS5MC. Maurice is one of our luckier members, meandering at will over the South Eastern part of
the globe using call-signs some of us have never heard of, let alone operated. Nice to hear from you
again; the third toilet from the left up here assures me that you might well be using it in the not too
distant future - any truth in that particular rumour? (The OWL reports that Maurice was due to land at
London Heathrow on 7th August - Gen. Sec.).
The first attempt at an all CW/RTTY contest, Le Touquet 1975, produced very little written
response. The winner was Dick, G3NVK, who has received the Le Touquet Plaque for his
perseverance!. The plaque, donated by ZL1AXM, is roughly similar in size to the 5-59 Trophy so
perhaps Dick won't need to have his office wall redecorated after all!!.
Dick has also won this years HF Anniversary Contest, Well done, Dick - full marks for keeping tabs
on when the Society Contests are held - it pays dividends doesn't it?.
There is a VHF Contest in September and then we start off again with the 5-59 ram-sammy in
November. So good hunting, and perhaps we shall meet on the bands.

******************************
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"FLASH"' SHEET FOUR.
F43 TAKES TO THE FIELD.
Again by RAY, G3EKL.
It was mooted last February that G3CIO might participate in the NFD this year.
Well, it actually happened!!.
Goaded on by G3WNG and bemused by the excellent ale sold at "The Oddfellows" (did you read
about the RSARS Mini-meet in the last "Mercury"?). It was agreed towards the latter part of the
evening that The Catterick Garrison Amateur Radio Club (phewl!) should take to the wilds in June
and see what it could do.
The WX was perfect and station was set up on the site of the old Kemmel Lines in Catterick, now a
large open grassed area convenient to a fish and chippery and other needed facilities!. A suitable tent
was erected together with a trapped vertical covering 40 thru 10, a trapped dipole for 20, 15 and 10
and separate dipoles for 80 and Top Band. There were two rigs, a KW 2000 using, a 2E26 in the PA,
belonging to G3PCW and an Argonaut as back-up, belonging to G3FMW.
At the end of a long mains feed a 500 Watt Villiers-powered genny throbbed quietly away but
unfortunately the volts arriving at the tent were anything but stable. Various attempts and tricks were
tried to stabilise the output but none were fully successful with the result that, coupled with the superb
built-in drift capability of the original KW gear, it proved impossible to chase the incoming CW
signal, log and refresh oneself simultaneously!. So "Mod. No. 1" was invoked and the heater rail of
the KW extracted from the PSU and powered by a 12 Volts DAG. G3PCW was amazed at the
resultant stability and was heard muttering about wherever could he find space at home for the DC
supply. This mod lost us the first hour of the contest but by 1600Z all systems were "GO" and the
contacts started coming in thick and fast. Or, at least, we thought so, until we heard some other
competitors with score sheets ahead of us. Nothing daunted our operators plodded on, operating
mostly on 80, with a few well-spent hours on Top Band and a handful of contacts extracted from 20,
15 and 40. Ten proved barren. A couple of aerial feeder faults developed after dark and cost valuable
time but the problems were overcome and the score was slowly pushed up to an unconfirmed 856.
The operating was done by G3FMW, G3IBB, G4CJU (all bug key fanatics), G3EJF and G4DQQ
assisted by G8FYJ (poor devil) and G3DLQ whilst oral support and creature comforts were provided
by G3WNG, G3EKL, XYL of G8FYJ (didn't we do well?), G4DQQ's father and John, a SWL.
We were visited by G2HNL and 9G1HX on the Sunday but they were otherwise engaged and could
only spend a few minutes with us. Still, it was nice to be remembered and they could certainly
confirm that G3CIO really had been resurrected from the doldrums.
All in all, an enjoyable thirty hours, we won't be with the leaders nor shall we be at the bottom, but it
was all good fun. CU next June?.
73 G3CIO
P.S. A "wash-up" was held at "The Green Tree" at Patrick Brompton late July and techniques and
ideas thrashed over for next year. Bigger and better ideas evolved as the evening wore on, and if only
half of them ever happen we should thoroughly enjoy ourselves again. So definitely CU next June!
**********************
BONES
Reprinted, with acknowledgements, from The International Amateur Radio Society Extra Newsletter K6BX.
Someone said the membership of every organisation is made up of four kinds of Bones : There are the
Wish-Bones who spend their time wishing some-one else would do the work, there are the Jaw-Bones
who do all the talking and very little else, next are the Knuckle-Bones who knock everything that
everyone else tries to do, finally, there are the Back-Bones who get under the load and do the work.
What kind are you??? (How true!!! G3DPS).
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LATE EXTRA - Contd.
G3HZL or RNARS, GC4DAA = G3ZQW, HR6SWA = K3LLL, JY9FOC = G2IO, LC1J = LA4LN,
LZ43BF = LZ1KRB, TT5AC = W1YRC, VP2KU = VE3EWY, VP2SN = VE3EWY, VR1PE =
KH6GKD, XW8MP = JA3VLD, VS9MAS = G3LQP, ZV7ITU = PY7YS, ZFIVW = W4MYA,
ZKIDA = WA5OCN, 5V4AM = DL1HH.
Sign Off.
If any member requires QSL information, let me know, but please enclose a SAE for reply, Waiting in
anticipation for those reports, profiles, etc. Meanwhile, Good DX Hunting.
73 Gordon 0481.
********************************
RAFARS AGM.
To all those members who are Light Blue and Khaki (and the few who are Light Blue, Dark Blue
and Khaki) don't forget the RAFARS AGM at Locking on October 25th.
D-DAY.
Miss Trudi Pickering, of 176 Locks Road, Locks Heath, Near Southampton, Hants, SO3 6LE is a
young lady with a problem. She approached the RSARS Stand at the Aldershot Army Display and
asked if we could help her with a School project. This is an extensive one and requires a complete
write-up on Operation Overlord - D-Day. Headquarters has been able to help with some literature and
books, but Miss Pickering is particularly anxious to obtain photographs (originals or from books, etc.)
dealing with the build-up and the actual landings, With the wealth of historical knowledge tucked
away in the ranks of RSARS it is hoped that members may be able to assist here with this somewhat
mammoth task. Please write direct to the above address. She hopes to join the WRAC as soon as the
right birthday comes around.
BRAILLE MEMBERSHIP LISTS.
Several copies of the latest RSARS Membership List are to hand at HQ, these having been produced
(again) at the Braille Unit, H.M. Prison. Aylesbury, thanks to Mr Rickard, the Officer i/c The Braille
Unit. Copies will be forwarded to known "White Stick" members, but if we have missed anyone
please contact HQ.
Letter from Down Under.
Tom, ZL4IJ/RSARS-1018 writes a newsy letter from Invereargill and mentions that 20 Metres is
virtually 'out' for ZL-G working at present, although G's are heard around sunset which is about 1800
NZST- Tom mentions that Invercargill has the last sunset in NZ being about 30 minutes after ZL1.
Summer Time starts in November when they will again be 12 hours ahead of GMT. He then lists the
local phone bands on 40 for both VK and ZL - 7·050 - 7·100 MHz. On 80 the ZLs have 3·550 - 3·900
MHz but the VKs only go up as far as 3·700 MHz. ZL4IJ suggests a ZL-G "try" on 40 Metres around
7·080 + or - 10. If members agree Tom will send a post-card to HQ giving a date and sunset-time.
Members interested are asked to let HQ know either by mail or on the 80 Metre Nets direct or via
GW3ASW.
F3WL, Jack, has applied for membership details. He is eligible having served as an interpreter and
liaison officer with Royal Signals. He is on holiday at present and will complete his application form
on return. He has been told of the Net frequencies and will 'drop in'. If you hear him after 1st
September give him a shout.
BE WARNED!
In view of the seeming dissatisfaction by some members at the AGM with the Society Accounts, the
following points are made for all members attention. It may not have been made clear at the time that
the monies received from the sale of the Teleprinters was ploughed back into Stock in the purchase of
QSL cards. One reason for this was that if we ordered AT THE TIME we bought at the old rate. The
new rate showed a 15% increase on BOTH card and printing. Also, a cash-with-order had been sent to
a manufacturer just prior to the AGM for a further supply of Wind-screen Stickers,
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LATE EXTRA - Contd.
Dymo Badges, etc. The Stock had not arrived at Stock-check time although it was expected, but the
bill had been paid. These two expenditures, together with the £40+ paid for "Mercury" paper as
mentioned would have improved our Income over Expenditure figure by some £150 - £200
approximately. As it was considered that the Excess of Income over Expenditure figure should be
improved a proposition by the Gen. Sec. to raise subs by 100% and Stock costs by 10% (rounded up)
is before Council. More news later, but increases will take effect from 1st January 1976, if approved.
Order Form (up to 31 Dec 75) enclosed with this issue.
RSARS 0361, otherwise G3WZQ, Ron McGill writes from his new address at 25 Dakyn Drive, Stock,
Near Ingatestone, Essex, writes to say that, unfortunately, the new address has no provision for HF
antennas and he has sold all of the HF equipment. But all is not lost, as he is about to get going on 2
Metres with a Liner II and a 3 or 4 element Quad in the loft. He will be operating on 144∙31 MHz
(why not up it ∙02 to the RSARS frequency, Ron?). Ron has just been made redundant after 21 years
with his Company and has been very active of late re-furnishing the house. "Doubt if there is anything
left in the bottom of the purse for the TS-700" Ron remarks. Not wishing to be completely idle "saltmine" wise, Ron is now engaged in freelance selling. We wish you well, Ron.
A change of QTH, a change of call-sign, even a change of Continent for Mick, GI3WME. Also, a
change of rank - he is now Inspector M. Groom, his call is VS5MG, and he is located at : Insp. M.
Groom, Police Headquarters, Gadong, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei. Mick is active on the HF bands
and will be looking for RSARS contacts, (Bandar Seri Begawan is the new name for what used to be
Brunei Town Ed.)
Stan, GW2RV, reports being in The Colwyn Bay and West Denbigh Hospital for medical checks,
examinations, etc. (nothing serious we hope, Stan). We wish him well and hope to hear the, call-sign
again very soon on 80.
G3JIN, A. Hodgekins, of 15 Abbey Road, Louth, Lincolnshire, LN11 8AG has written requesting
membership details. Being ex-Royal Signals from 1946 until 1949 he is fully eligible so, if you hear
him on the bands, give him a shout. He has been QRT FOR TWENTY YEARS!!.
Spike, G4 Ace King Queen tells us of a change of address to Mr M. Bernard, G4AKQ, 16
Mountbatten Avenue, Chatham, Kent. Spikc underlines the MR indicating a definite change of
employment!!. Good Luck, Spike.
DID YOU KNOW? - that W3USS, the amateur station in the United States Senate, had to close down
during the recent Watergate hearing. It was causing PAI - Public Address Interference.
********************************
QSL BUREAU LATE NEWS.
John, G3YSK, again points out that he holds a large number of QSLs for members without SAEs.
Please remember that, by rule, he can dispose of them after 6 months but is, of course, reluctant to do
so. If you have ever operated on any bands, why not drop at least one SAE and help clear the backlog. No need to stamp the SAE to excess - the first weight limit carries 12 - 15 cards.
ALL MEMBERS ARE REMINDED that, once again, postage is due to go up and the SAEs held by
John may well need an extra stamp. Failure to provide the additional stamp may well mean you will
have to pay doable Postage Due. Please send the "difference" stamps to John at 13 Taplings Road,
Weeke, Winchester, Hants SO22 6HE SOONEST - Thanks.
********************************
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